








































We collect personal information about you in order for us to provide you with our services, for you to 
take full advantage of our services, and for us to conduct our business and meet our legal obligations. 

Personal information is collected when provided by you, via the website, email, support, phone, social 
media, or any other interactions you may have with us. For example, we may need to collect such 
information to provide you with services or to answer or forward any requests or enquiries that you 
submit to us. Information we collect may include (but is not limited to): names, addresses, contact 
details, occupations, payment details, employment history, education and qualifications, testimonials, 
feedback and other information which assists us in conducting our business, providing and marketing 
our services, and meeting our legal obligations. 

We may also obtain information from other sources and combine that with information we collect 
through our services. For example, we may collect information about you from third parties, including 
but not limited to social media platforms and publicly available sources. 

Registration with the website is voluntary. Registration may include submitting (for instance, but not 
limited to) your name, email address, address, telephone numbers, and selecting an option to receive 
updates and promotional material and other information. You may view and edit this information at 
any time by logging in and going to your account. 

We may also collect information about you as permitted by law. 

In some cases, if personal information we request is not provided, it might adversely impact our ability 
to supply you with services or perform our obligations to you. 

Any information you provide to us that is not required is voluntary. You are free to choose whether to 
provide us with the types of personal information requested, but we may not be able to serve you as 
effectively or offer you Services when you do choose not to share certain information with us. 

Collection and Use of Information Collected Automatically 

We receive and store certain types of information automatically, such as whenever you interact with 
the sites or use our services. This information does not necessarily reveal your identity directly but 
may include information about the specific device you are using, such as the hardware model, device 
ID, operating system version, web-browser software (such as Firefox, Safari, or Internet Explorer) and 
your Internet Protocol (IP) address/MAC address/device identifier. 

When you visit our website, our web servers gather your IP address to assist with the diagnosis of 
problems and to enable us to provide the best level of service. 

We use cookies on our website to provide you with a better experience. These cookies allow us to 
increase your security by storing your session ID and are a way of monitoring single user access. This 
aggregate, non-personal information is collated and provided to us to assist in analysing the usage of 
the site. 

Management of Personal Information 
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We strive to ensure the security, integrity and privacy of personal information submitted to us, and we 
regularly review and update our security measures in light of current technologies.  

While no data transmission over the Internet can be guaranteed to be totally secure, we will 
endeavour to take all reasonable steps to ensure the security, on our systems, of the personal 
information you transmit to us via our online products and services.  

In addition, our employees and the contractors who provide services related to our information 
systems are obliged to respect the confidentiality of any personal information held by us.  

Use of Information 

Unless we disclose other uses in this Privacy Policy or at the time of collection, personal information 
about you is used only for the purpose for which it is submitted or for such other secondary purposes 
that are related to the primary purpose. In general, the purposes for which your personal information 
is collected, used, held and disclosed are: 

a. to conduct our business; 
b. to provide you with our services and any other services you request; 
c. to market our services to you; 
d. to engage with third parties on your behalf; 
e. to communicate with you; 
f. to help us manage and enhance our services; and 
g. to comply with our legal obligations. 

Copies of correspondence sent by you, or from the website that may contain your personal 
information, are stored as archives for record-keeping and back-up purposes only. All communication 
from us (including information with regards to new products and services) will provide you with an 
opportunity to opt out of further communication. You can choose to opt out at any time from 
receiving marketing communications. 

We do not allow the selling of your personal information in any way. 

Retention and Disclosure of Information 

We take care to allow your personal information to be accessed only by those employees who require 
it in order to perform their tasks and duties, and to share with third parties who have a legitimate 
purpose for accessing it. 

We may disclose your personal information: 

a. where you have consented; 
b. where disclosure is necessary to achieve the purpose for which the personal 

information was submitted; or 
c. when the law permits or requires disclosure. 

We may also disclose your personal information in special situations where we have reason to believe 
that doing so is necessary to identify, contact or bring legal action against anyone damaging, injuring, 
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or interfering with (intentionally or unintentionally) our rights or property, users, or anyone else who 
could be harmed by such activities. 

We may engage third parties to support our operations and/or provide you with services on our behalf. 
Where we deem it necessary we may disclose personal information held by us to these third parties. 

We generally retain personal data for so long as it may be relevant to the purposes for which it was 
obtained. To dispose of personal data, we may anonymise it, delete it or take other appropriate steps. 

Where we no longer require your personal information, we will comply with our legal requirements 
in respect of that information. 

Access to Information 

We will endeavour to take all reasonable steps to keep secure any information which we hold about 
you, and to keep this information accurate and up to date. 

The majority of the information that we hold about you will be available for you to review by logging 
into your online account with us. 

Subject to the exceptions set out in the Privacy Act 1993, you may seek access to the personal 
information that we hold about you. We will require you to verify your identity, and to specify what 
information you require. A fee may be charged for providing access. If a fee is to be charged, we will 
advise you of the likely cost in advance. 

If, at any time, you discover that information held about you is incorrect, you may contact us to 
request to have the information corrected in accordance with the Privacy Act 1993. 

Links to External Websites 

We provide links to websites outside of our websites, as well as to third party websites. These linked 
sites are not under our control, and we cannot accept responsibility for the conduct of companies 
linked to our website. Before disclosing your personal information on any other website, we advise 
you to examine the terms and conditions of using that website and its privacy statement. 

Legal bases for processing personal information 

The laws in some jurisdictions require companies to tell you about the legal ground they rely on to 
process, use or disclose your personal data. To the extent those laws apply, our legal grounds are as 
follows: 

a. you consent to such processing; 
b. such processing is required to satisfy our legal obligations; 
c. such processing is necessary in order to carry out our obligations as part of any 

contracts we may have with you, or as part of negotiations before entering into a 
contract with you; or 
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d. such processing is required in order for us to protect our property and rights, or the 
safety of Cryptopia Limited, our users, contractors, or other affiliates.  

Direct Marketing 
If you are a current user, we will only contact you by electronic means (email or SMS) with 
information regarding any services which are similar or related to those in which you have previously 
expressed an interest, be that through transaction history or enquiry. 

If you are a new user, we will only contact you by electronic means for marketing purposes if you 
have consented to receive such communications. Direct marketing includes any communications to 
you regarding advertising or the promotion of products and services. If you do not want to receive 
marketing communications, at any time and free of charge you may use the opt-out link provided in 
any communication from us, or contact us at privacypolicy@cryptopia.co.nz.  

Individual Rights 
We believe that users should be treated equally no matter where they are, and so we are making the 
following options to control your data available to all users regardless of their location. 

You can update certain information by logging into your account with us and accessing your account 
information and settings. You can also contact us at privacypolicy@cryptopia.co.nz so that we may 
consider your request under applicable law. 

We encourage you to make any individual rights requests through our user support process  
(https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/usersupport) because this ensures that you have been authenticated 
already. Otherwise, when we receive an individual rights request via email we may take steps to verify 
your identity before complying with the request to protect your privacy and security. 

Right to withdraw consent. You have the right to withdraw your consent to our processing of your 
personal information collected on the basis of your consent at any time. Pease note that withdrawing 
this consent does not affect the lawfulness of processing we may have undertaken prior to the 
withdrawal of consent. The withdrawal of consent will not affect the lawfulness of processing of 
information for which consent is not required.  

Right of access to and rectification of your personal information.  You have the right to request that we 
provide you with a copy of all personal information pertaining to you that we hold. This information 
will be provided without undue delay, unless such provision adversely affects the rights and freedoms 
of other users, contractors or affiliates of Cryptopia Limited. If a fee is to be charged for this service, 
the full amount will be made known to you in advance. You may also request that we rectify any false 
personal information pertaining to you that we keep on record. Your right to access and rectification 
shall only be limited where the expense of providing such access becomes disproportionate to the risks 
to your privacy, or where the rights of other users, contractors or affiliates may be violated.  

Right to erasure.  You have the right to request that we erase personal information that pertains to you 
if that information: 
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a. is no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which it was collected; 
b. was collected in relation to processing to which you had previously consented, but 

later withdrew such consent; or 
c. was collected in relation to processing activities to which you object, and there are no 

legitimate overriding grounds for such activities.  

If we have made your personal information public and are obliged to erase that information, we will 
take reasonable steps to inform relevant third parties that are processing your personal information 
that you have requested the erasure, including all links to, or copies or replications of, your personal 
information. The above is subject to limitations by relevant data protection laws.  

Right to data portability.  You have the right to request that we make available any personal 
information pertaining to you, which we obtained through a contract with you or based on your 
consent, in a structured, commonly-used and machine-readable format. You may also request that we 

, unless the exercise 
of this right adversely affects the rights and freedoms of others gal 
person, public authority, agency, or other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the 
purposes and means of the processing of your personal information.  

Right to restrict or object to processing. You have the right to restrict or object to us processing your 
personal information where one of the following applies: 

a. You contest the accuracy of your personal information that we processed. In such 
instances, we will restrict processing during the period necessary for us to verify the 
accuracy of your personal information. 

b. The processing is unlawful and you oppose the erasure of your personal information 
and request the restriction of its use instead.  

c. We no longer need your personal information for the purposes of the processing, but 
it is required by you to establish, exercise, or defend legal claims.  

d. You have objected to processing, pending the verification whether the legitimate 
grounds of our processing override your rights. 

Restricted personal information shall only be processed with your consent or for the establishment, 
exercise or defence of legal claims or for the protection of the rights of another natural or legal person 
or for reasons of important public interest. We will inform you if the restriction is lifted. 

Notification of erasure, rectification and restriction. We will communicate any rectification or erasure 
of your personal information or restriction of processing to each recipient to whom your personal 
information has been disclosed, if any, unless this proves impossible or involves disproportionate 
effort. We will inform you about those recipients if you request this information. 

Right to object to processing. Where the processing of your personal information is based on consent, 
contract or legitimate interests you may restrict or object, at any time, to the processing of your 
personal information as permitted by applicable law. We can continue to process your personal 
information if it is necessary for the defence of legal claims, or for any other exceptions permitted by 
applicable law. 
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Automated individual decision-making, including profiling. You have the right not to be subject to a 
decision based solely on automated processing of your personal information, including profiling, 
which produces legal or similarly significant effects on you, save for the exceptions applicable under 
relevant data protection laws. 

Right to lodge a complaint. If you believe that we have infringed your rights, we encourage you to 
contact us first at dataprotection@cryptopia.co.nz so that we can try to resolve the issue or dispute. 
You can also complain about our processing of your personal information to the relevant data 
protection authority. If you are a resident of the European Economic Area, you can complain in the 
EU member state where you live or work, or in the place where the alleged breach of data protection 
law has taken place. 

You can also complain to the New Zealand Privacy Commissioner.

Postal Address  Office of the Privacy Commissioner, PO Box10094, Wellington New Zealand 
Enquiries phone line +64 800 803 909 
Complaints Form Complete a privacy complaint form 
 
Storage of your personal information. We will try to limit the storage of your personal information to 
the extent that storage is necessary to serve the purpose(s) for which the personal information was 
processed, to resolve disputes, enforce our agreements, and as required or permitted by law. 

Data Protection Officer. You may reach the Cryptopia Limited Data Protection Officer 
at dataprotection@cryptopia.co.nz. 

Your rights to personal information.  Your rights to personal information are not absolute. Access may 
be denied when: 

Denial of access is required or authorised by law; 
Granting access would have a negative impact on other's privacy; 
To protect our rights and properties; and 
Where the request is deemed frivolous or vexatious. 

Problems or Questions 

If we become aware of any ongoing concerns or problems with our websites, we will take these issues 
seriously and work to address these concerns. If you have any further queries relating to our Privacy 
Policy please contact us in writing at privacypolicy@cryptopia.co.nz. 
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Cryptopia Ltd risk statement at 20 April 2018

1.
-

Cryptopia Limited (Cryptopia or we or us) operates an exchange for trading digital assets 
including cryptocurrencies and tokens (together, Coins) at www.cryptopia.co.nz (the 
Platform).  

Cryptopia do
 

Cryptopia is a registered as a financial service provider to operate a money or value transfer 
service (FSP580928). Cryptopia is not required to hold any licence or other registration in 
order to provide the Platform in New Zealand.  

This risk statement sets out additional information for users of the Platform. Further terms 
on which we provide the Platform are set out in the  (available on the 
Platform here www.cryptopia.co.nz/Home/Terms). By accessing and using our services, 
and each time the user (you) uses our services, you acknowledge having read this risk 
statement and agreeing to the terms and conditions.  

2.

3. Buying and selling Coins is highly speculative and carries high risk. You may lose 
some or all of the money or Coins placed on the Platform. You use the Platform at 
your own risk. 

4. You must carefully read all available information, including the risks set out below, 
and consider your personal financial circumstances before trading on the Platform. If 
you are unsure about any aspect of trading in Coins, you should seek independent 
advice before using the Platform. 

5.

3. We offer a free complaints and IT support service in respect of the Platform. We seek 
to acknowledge customer requests and complaints within three business days and to 
resolve (where possible) complaints within 5 to 15 business days.  

4. During periods of high trading on the Platform, however, it may take us longer to 
respond to your request or complaint. This can occur from time to time because of 
the extreme volatility and sensitivity to market sentiment of Coin markets. For this 
reason, we do not guarantee our response times. We believe it is better that you 
understand upfront that there may be delays from time to time.  

5. If you are unsatisfied with our resolution of your complaint, you can, without charge, 
contact our approved dispute resolution scheme provider  Financial Dispute 
Resolution Service  using the details found on its website: https://fdrs.org.nz/.  

6.
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sks

6. Coins can experience extreme price volatility. The exchange price of a Coin may 
change significantly and you may be unable to transact Coins or money at the 
anticipated rate or price. Changes in prices may result in large changes in value 
and/or losses of Coins or money.  

7. Past performance is not a reliable indicator or guarantee of future performance. Coin 
prices go down as well as up.  

8. The value of Coins can be affected by many other factors including (but not limited 
to) future sales or further issues (e.g. airdrops), negative publicity involving the Coin 
issuer or project, failure to deliver projects or failure of projects to meet 
expectations, failure of or material damage to the underlying network (including 
through cyber-attack), fraud or theft by or affecting the Coin issuer or project, 

and economic conditions and sentiments. You must research Coins that you are 
interested in carefully. Their whitepapers or other offer materials may list further 
risks which are relevant to holding them.  

9. There is a risk that transactions cannot be settled or are delayed at settlement, that 
processing times differ for each transaction, or a transaction may be incorrectly 
processed. These risks can result from, amongst other issues:  

a. user error when providing transaction details (such as providing an incorrect 
wallet address or other information);  

b. an error in delivering the consideration for a transaction; 
c. increases in market volume or Platform volume; or 
d. a failure in the Platform processing systems or a failure in an underlying 

network or software (see further information below at System risk). 
10. It may not be possible to reverse a digital currency transaction once processing has 

commenced.  

11. All Coins, including transactions involving those Coins, rely on the operation of 
underlying networks and software. As this is developing technology, the networks 
and software may be subject to technical weaknesses, bugs, system failures, and 
hacks by external parties. These failures may affect the Platform network and 

ding, 
but not limited to, a weakness in the underlying blockchain). You should understand 
the operation of the technology underlying a digital currency and the Platform to 
understand these risks.  

12. For example, Coins can be subject to 51% attacks. This refers to an attack on a 

mechanism in an illegitimate manner. If this happens, the attackers may be able to 
control new transactions, halt payments or transfer and reverse completed 
transactions. Cryptopia does not control the blockchain or network for Coins and 
cannot stop this. If we become aware of an attack, we will assess the best response 
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on a case-by-case basis, which may include suspending or removing Coins from our 
exchange.  

13.
other scams. Phishing includes where third parties masquerade as a legitimate 
Cryptopia site, social media account, telephone support number or App in order to 
steal your credentials. You should only access the Cryptopia Web site through its 
official website (Cryptopia.co.nz). Never click on a link or download an App from a 
third party. We strongly recommend that you enable two factor authentication for all 
transactions to prevent unauthorised account use. Your Cryptopia passwords should 
be unique to Cryptopia and should never be stored insecurely on any personal 
device. If you are a victim of such an attack or scam, the hacker may be able to get 
you to send them money or Coins inadvertently or they may steal money or Coins.  

14. Your ability to use the Platform, buy or sell Coins, or withdraw money, may be 
affected by these technical failures or attacks.  

15. We will make reasonable efforts to notify users where the Platform, or a particular 
Coin traded on the Platform, has been subject to a technical weakness, bug, system 
failure, or hack.  

16. We may also need to do maintenance or upgrades on the Platform from time to time 
which could affect your ability to use the Platform, buy or sell Coins, or withdraw 
money.  

17. You must be careful when choosing a wallet to store or transmit your private keys 
relating to your Coins. If your wallet is hacked or another person learns your private 
key/s, you may lose some or all of your Coins. You should not give your private key 
or wallet passcode to any other person.  

18. If you forget or lose your passcode to your wallet/s, Cryptopia has no ability to 
provide a back-up or details of your private key or passcode, given the decentralised 
nature of Coins. This may result in the loss of any Coins stored in that wallet.  

19. You should use the highest level of security offered for any wallet that you choose.  

20. The transmission of information over the internet (including to or from the 
Platform) is not completely secure or error free. You should stop transacting when it 
is clear there has been a breach of security or a system failure that poses a risk to 
security exists (such as malware, ransomware or phishing).  

21. The Platform does not intend to offer or market regulated financial products or 
 

meaning in the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013) or in relation to licensed 
exchanges under New Zealand law do not apply. General consumer protection law 
may apply, however, to buying or selling Coins on the Platform, including the 
services provided by us and, to the extent such consumer laws do apply we do not 
seek to exclude any of your rights that we cannot by law exclude.  
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22. There is currently no specific regulation of Coins and Coin exchanges in New 
Zealand, and it is likely that the rules may evolve rapidly. There is also limited 
guidance on how existing laws and regulations can be applied to Coins and Coin 
exchanges. New or changing laws and regulations, or interpretations of existing laws 
and regulations, may adversely impact or significantly change the trading of Coins 
and the Platform.  

23. If we become aware that a Coin which we list is a financial product under New 
Zealand law, we may de-list it. We may also de-list Coins for other reasons. Delisting 
may mean that if you hold the Coin there may not be a ready market on which you 
can sell it, especially if it is not listed on another exchange. You should not assume 
that any Coin will always be listed by us.  

24. Users are responsible for ensuring they comply with all laws regarding the trading of 
digital currencies applicable in any relevant country for them when using the 
Platform.  

25. Equally, we have no control over whether Coin issuers have complied with laws in 
any relevant jurisdictions. Any action taken by regulatory authorities or other 
persons against a Coin issuer or any other person in relation to a Coin may prevent 
you from selling Coins or otherwise cause a loss in value.  

26. Regulatory issues can also cause problems with other important relationships, such 
as our or your relationship with banks. Many banks currently are shutting accounts 
which are linked to Coins or dealing in Coins. This has affected our ability to provide 
certain products.  

27. If you are outside of New Zealand you may be subject (or we may become subject) to 
laws or regulations of other countries which could prevent you from using the 
Platform or cause us to change the availability of the Platform in your country or 
how we operate or offer the Platform.  

7.

28. Cryptopia and any person associated with us (including directors, shareholders, 
employees and any other related parties) may trade and hold digital currencies on 
our or their own account through the Platform.  

29. You need to pay fees for using the Platform. Our trading fees are shown in the trade 
pair base currency when you place a trade. At time of writing these are set at 0.2% of 
the trade. This may be subject to change. Withdrawal fees are set per Coin, and 
clearly shown on the withdraw page. Withdraw fees are adjusted from time to time 
based on the Coin network fee.  
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Cryptopia Limited: Deposits 
 

Please note: no fees were made from deposits. Also, every deposit is entirely dependent on where 
you are sending the coins from, be it a personal wallet, or another exchange. The only part that 
Cryptopia would be involved in with deposits, would be generating the actual deposit address and 
letting the user know which address they should send it to, to get it into their Cryptopia account.  

 

Our guide for this was as follows: 

 

Deposits into your Cryptopia account can be made by any of the 
following methods:

#1. Depositing cryptocurrency coins you already hold, such as 
Bitcoin;
#2. Depositing your local currency using a third party cryptocurrency 
exchange service.

PLEASE NOTE: Depositing fiat $NZD directly from a New Zealand 
bank account is currently suspended. We are working on a solution to 
restore this feature ASAP.

#1. How do I deposit cryptocurrency coins, such as 
Bitcoin into my Cryptopia account?

You can send any cryptocurrency coin listed with Cryptopia to your 
wallet, simply by transferring it to your Cryptopia deposit address. Follow 
these steps below. 

Log in to your Cryptopia account.
Hover over the 'B' icon in the top right menu bar and click 'Deposit'.
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Select the cryptocurrency coin you would like to deposit to your 
Cryptopia account, e.g. DOT.

PLEASE NOTE: Deposit addresses cannot be generated whilst a wallet 
is in maintenance, delisting, or has no connections to the network. 
Deposits will not be received until a wallet is online and resumed 
connection to its network.

A 'QR code' and 'Deposit Address' will appear on screen for you to 
use to deposit new cryptocurrency funds.

Copy the generated 'Deposit Address' and use it to withdraw the 
cryptocurrency coins from their location to your Cryptopia account.

PLEASE NOTE: The process for withdrawing your funds will differ 
depending on the location or platform used to store your cryptocurrency 
coins. Please, familiarise yourself with that process prior to the execution 
of your withdrawal.

Some cryptocurrency coins require an additional 'Payment ID' (e.g. 
CryptoNight coins) or Message (e.g XEM, BIS), in addition to your 
'Deposit Address', in order to be received and assigned to your 
Cryptopia account balance. If an extra field is required for a particular 
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coin, it will be shown on your Deposit page for that coin, together with 
your 'Deposit Address'.

PLEASE NOTE: Cryptocurrency coins that require an 
additional Payment ID or Message will not be automatically assigned 
and credited to your Cryptopia account if sent without it.

How do I know if it is a 'CryptoNight' coin?
Click on the 'Coin Info' at the top bar.

Type 'CryptoNight' in the 'Search' box and you will get a full list of 
'CryptoNight' coins, which will require an additional Payment ID when 
making a deposit.

PLEASE NOTE: The list of 'CryptoNight' coins may subject to change, 
check regularly for more updated information.
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#2. How do I deposit my local currency into my 
Cryptopia account (I do not live in NZ)?

If you do not have a New Zealand bank account, the only way to make a 
deposit using your local currency is by using a cryptocurrency exchange 
service servicing your domestic country. You should do your research 
carefully, there are many options available and not all exchange services 
allow fiat conversion. Choose the right exchange that best meets your 
requirements and expectations.

PLEASE NOTE: Cryptopia has no affiliation with any third party 
cryptocurrency exchange service.

Examples of cryptocurrency exchange services include:
https://www.coinbase.com/
https://localbitcoins.com/
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Cryptopia Limited: How to buy / sell coins. This works very much 
like a normal stock exchange. 

 

Please note: , via a 0.2% trade fee incurred 
with every trade made.  

 

There are four ways to trade on the Cryptopia Exchange:

#1. Instant Buy instantly buy a coin by matching with an existing 
order. A step by step example is detailed below.

#2. Instant Sell instantly sell a coin by matching with an existing order. 
A step by step example is detailed below.

#3. Open a 'Buy Order' create a 'Buy Order' for a coin at a specified 
price and wait for another trader to match with your order. A step by 
step example is detailed below.

#4. Open a 'Sell Order' create a 'Sell Order' for a coin at a specified 
price and wait for another trader to match with your order. A step by 
step example is detailed below.

How do I 'Instant Buy' Coins?
Log in to your Cryptopia account.
Click the 'Exchange' button in the top left of the menu bar.

The left side of the page will show base markets for trading different 
coins against or trading pairs BTC (Bitcoin), USDT (US Dollars), 
NZDT (NZ Dollar Token), LTC (Litecoin) and DOGE (Dogecoin). BTC 
is displayed as default.
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Search or filter

Dotcoin. In this example we will be buying DOT in exchange for BTC, 
or a trading pair of BTC/DOT.

Click on the DOT and the market for this coin will be displayed, 
showing historical data as well as all the currently available buy and 
sell DOT orders on the BTC market (DOT/BTC) based on price.

Click on an existing order (as an example, it is circled on the 
screenshot) you wish to buy from the list of current Sell Orders. This 
will automatically populate the fields ('Amount', 'Price', 'Sum', 'Fee' and 
'Total') based on the price already set.
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Click your 'Available' balance at the top of the box and the order will 
be adjusted to match your available BTC.
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If you do not want to use your entire balance, you can manually 
adjust the 'Total' to what you want to buy. The other fields will 
automatically be adjusted.

Click the 'Buy DOT' button to complete your order. This will instantly 
buy DOT coins and credit them to your Cryptopia account using your 
BTC coins.
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If there are insufficient funds in your account, a 'Trade Notification' 
will be displayed showing Insufficient BTC funds.

How do I 'Instant Sell' Coins?
Log in to your Cryptopia account.
Click the 'Exchange' button in the top left of the menu bar and select 
Markets from the drop down menu.
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The left side of the page will show base markets for trading different 
coins against BTC (Bitocin), USDT (US Dollars), NZDT (NZ Dollar 
Token), LTC (Litecoin) and DOGE (Dogecoin). BTC is displayed as 
default.

Search or filter

Dotcoin. In this example we will be selling DOT in exchange for BTC.

Click on the DOT line and the market for this coin will be displayed, 
showing historical data as well as all the currently available buy and 
sell DOT orders on the BTC market (DOT/BTC) based on price.
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Click on an existing order (as an example, it is circled on the 
screenshot) you would like to sell from the list of current Buy 
orders. This will automatically populate the fields ('Amount', 
'Price', 'Sum', 'Fee' and 'Total') based on the price already set.

Click your 'Available' balance at the top of the box and the order will 
be adjusted to match your available BTC.
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If you do not want to use your entire balance, you can manually 
adjust the 'Total' to what you want to sell. The other fields will 
automatically be adjusted.

Click the 'Sell DOT' button to complete your order. This will instantly 
sell your DOT coins and credit the BTC coins to your Cryptopia wallet.
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If there are insufficient funds in your account a 'Trade 
Notification' will be displayed showing Insufficient DOT funds.

How do I Open a 'Buy Order'?
Log in to your Cryptopia account.
Click the 'Exchange' button in the top left of the menu bar and select 
Markets from the drop down menu.
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The left side of the page will show base markets for trading different 
coins against BTC (Bitocin), USDT (US Dollars), NZDT (NZ Dollar 
Token), LTC (Litecoin) and DOGE (Dogecoin). BTC is displayed as 
default.

Search or filter the coins available for trade using the 'Search 
Markets' field, e.g. type DOT into the Search field to search for 
Dotcoin. In this example we will be buying DOT in exchange for BTC.

Click on the DOT line and the market for this coin will be displayed, 
showing historical data.
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In the 'Buy DOT' box input the amount of the coin you wish to buy
(in the 'Amount' row) and how much you want to pay per coin you are 
buying ( in the 'Price' row).

The 'Sum', 'Fee' and 'Total' will then be automatically calculated.
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PLEASE NOTE: The 'Total' must be greater than the 'Minimum Trade'
amount.

Click the 'Buy Dot' button and wait for another trader to match with 
your order.

To cancel your order, readjust your price, or simply make your coins 
available again, go to your 'Open Trades' page, click on the order 
you wish to cancel and click 'Cancel'.

How do I Open a 'Sell Order'?
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Log in to your Cryptopia account.
Click the 'Exchange' button in the top left of the menu bar and select 
Markets from the drop down menu.

The left side of the page will show base markets for trading different 
coins against BTC (Bitocin), USDT (US Dollars), NZDT (NZ Dollar 
Token, LTC (Litecoin) and DOGE (Dogecoin). BTC is displayed as 
default.

Search or filter

Dotcoin. In this example we will be selling DOT in exchange for BTC.

Click on the DOT line and the market for this coin will be displayed, 
showing historical data.
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Input the amount of the coin you wish to sell in the 'Sell DOT' box (in 
the 'Amount' row) and how much you want to receive per coin you are 
selling (in the 'Price' row).

The 'Sum', 'Fee' and 'Total' will then be automatically calculated.
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PLEASE NOTE: The 'Total' must be greater than the 'Minimum Trade'
amount.

Click the 'Sell Dot' button and wait for another trader to match with 
your order.

To cancel your order, readjust your price, or simply make your coins 
available again, go to your 'Open Trades' page, click on the order you 
wish to cancel and click 'Cancel'.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING WALLET 
MAINTENANCE

You can still buy or sell a coin when a wallet is in 
maintenance but please be aware you will not be able to 
withdraw until that coin wallet is out of maintenance.
To check if a wallet is in maintenance please go to our 'Coin 
Info' page. By clicking on a coin in this page, you can see the status 
update and available information about the reason for maintenance. 
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Cryptopia Limited: How user transfers worked: 
 

Please note: Internal transfers like this were not recorded on the blockchain.  

 

 
 

The 'Transfer' function on the Cryptopia website is an instant and fee-
free method to transfer coins from one Cryptopia account or user to 
another Cryptopia account or user.

PLEASE NOTE: A Transfer DOES NOT change one coin into another 
type and does not send coins to external wallets or other exchange 
accounts.

How do I make a transfer?

#1. Log in to your Cryptopia account.
#2. Hover over the 'B' icon in the top right menu bar next to your 
username and click on 'Transfer' from the drop down menu.

#3. Select the currency you would like to transfer to another Cryptopia 
account or user, e.g. DOT.
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#4. Click the 'Next' button.
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#5. In the 'Search' box enter the exact Cryptopia username you want to 
transfer your coins to and click the 'Verify User' button.

#6. Check that the verified Cryptopia username is who you want to 
transfer to.

#7. Type the amount you want to transfer in the 'Amount' field. If you 
want to transfer your entire balance, click on your balance and this will 
fill the 'Amount' field with your entire balance.
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OR

#8. Click the 'Send Email Code' button to sent a unique dynamic 2FA 
Email Code to your registered Two Factor email address. You will be 
presented with the following notification 'Email successfully sent to 
your registered two factor email address'.
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#9. You will receive the 'Transfer Two Factor Confirmation' email 
with unique dynamic 6 digit code.
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PLEASE NOTE: This email will allow you to double check that your 
account is secured from unauthorized access. If you did not initiate this 
transfer, we recommend locking your account and following our 
article on 'What do I do if I think my account has been 
compromised?'.

#10. Enter your unique dynamic 2FA Email Code which has been sent 
to your registered email and click on the 'Next' button to complete the 
instant transfer.
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#11. To view your previous transfers click on the 'View Transfer 
History' button.
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OR

#12. Go to your 'Transfer History' through your account. Here you will 
be able to see who you have sent funds to using the 'Transfer' service 
and also who has transferred funds to your account.
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Cryptopia Limited: How to make a withdrawal 

 

Please note: 
transaction across the blockchain in a timely manner. While Cryptopia had set fees in place, 
sometimes the network fee used could be higher or lower than the fees Cryptopia charged. 

used for profit.  

 

Handy youtube video that covers this process here:  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNuqtEDYeig 

 

Our guide for this was as follows: 

 

How do I make a withdrawal?

Please follow the steps below to withdraw your cryptocurrency coins. In 
this example, we will be using BTC for illustration purposes, however the 
steps for withdrawing are the same for most coins.

#1. Log in to your Cryptopia account.
#2. Hover over the 'B' icon in the top right menu bar next to your 
username and click on 'Withdraw' from the drop down menu.
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#3. Select the cryptocurrency you would like to withdraw from your 
Cryptopia account from the drop down menu by typing either the ticker 
or currency name, e.g. BTC.

#4. Click on the 'Next' button.

#5. The DOT withdrawal window will now appear. Enter the amount 
you want to send in the 'Amount' field, OR click on the blue 
hyperlinked numbers of your balance to select your entire BTC balance 
to withdraw.
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OR

#6. Enter the wallet address you want to send the coins to in the 
field 'Bitcoin Address' double checking there are no white leading or 
trailing spaces, or alternatively select an address from your 'Address 
Book'.
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#7. Click the 'Send Email Code' button to send the unique and dynamic 
6 digit Email Two Factor Authentication Code to your registered 2 Factor 
Authentication (2FA) email address.

#8. The unique dynamic 6 digit Two Factor Authentication (2FA) Email 
Code will now be sent to your registered Two Factor email address. 
Please use this email code to process your withdrawal.

PLEASE NOTE: This email will expire after 24 hours.
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PLEASE NOTE: This email will allow you to double check the amount 
you are withdrawing and the address you are withdrawing to. If you did 
not initiate this withdrawal, we recommend locking your account and 
following our article on 'What do I do if I think my account has been 
compromised?'.

#9. Enter the received 'Email Code' and click on the 'Next' button.
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#10. The 'Withdrawal Submitted' window will now appear. Click 
'Done'.

#11. An email will now be sent to your registered email address. You 
need to click the 'Confirm Withdrawal' button in the email to finalise the 
withdrawal. Your withdrawal will remain as 'unconfirmed' until you click 
either 'Confirm Withdraw' or 'Cancel Withdraw' in your email.

PLEASE NOTE: This email will expire after 24 hours.
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PLEASE NOTE: This email will allow you to double check the amount 
you are withdrawing and the address you are withdrawing to. If you did 
not initiate this withdrawal, we recommend locking your account and 
following our article on 'What do I do if I think my account has been 
compromised?'.

Troubleshooting Withdrawal Issues
I am unable to enter a Wallet Address.

If the 'Address' field is greyed out and you cannot enter any text, it may 
be that you have 'Address book withdraw only' ticked on the 'Security' 
page of your account. See our article 'Why can't I enter a withdraw 
address?' for instructions on how to change this setting.

I am receiving a 'Invalid Address Error' notification.
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There are two common reasons for this:

#1. You have entered the wallet address for a different cryptocurrency 
coin type. Please double check the address you have entered is 
correct.

#2. The destination address wallet is running on a different version 
than our wallet. If this is the case, please check the Cryptopia version 
from our 'Coin Info' page and, either:

Contact the support team of the recipient wallet; or
Update your personal wallet to the latest version. You can do this by 
heading to that cryptocurrency coin's official website (link found in our 
CoinInfo page under 'Links') and follow the directions on how to 
download and update to the latest wallet version.
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I am receiving a 'Additional Payment ID' or 'Message' request.
Some coins require an additional Payment ID (e.g. CryptoNight coins) 
or Message (e.g XEM, BIS) as well as your withdrawal address in order 
to be debited from your Cryptopia account and credited to a non-
Cryptopia account. If an extra field is required for a particular coin, it will 
be shown on your 'Withdraw' page for that coin, along with your 
withdrawal address. If you are withdrawing to a personal wallet, simply 
enter anything as your payment ID.

Read more about what a Payment ID is on our Glossary page here.

My balance says 0.
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You can check where your balance may be being held in 'Deposit 
History' or 'Open Trades' function of your Cryptopia account.

My withdrawal says unconfirmed/my email token has expired.
You can resend this email in your 'Withdraw History'. Alternatively you 
can cancel it here too.
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Cryptopia Limited: How cashing in / out used to work: 

 

Please note: This was a completely free of charge service, Cryptopia did not charge any fees 
for doing this. This was also all completely manually processed by humans.  

 

1.) Customer needed to deposit money into the Cryptopia bank account that was designated for 
NZDT purchase. Any customer doing this needed to be at the very least, level 2 KYC verified. 
We would never take anonymous deposits. NZDT was a coin that was made specifically for 
the purpose of cashing in and out, giving kiwis an easy way to get into Crypto. Customers 
would deposit money into the specific bank account, with a specific reference number 
unique to their Cryptopia account, and then their Cryptopia account would be sent the 
equivalent amount of NZDT. NZDT was always pegged at the value of the NZ dollar, so its 
value would never fluctuate.  

2.) Once the NZDT was deposited to the customers account, they could then trade this on the 

0.2% of the trade made as trade fees (to clarify, this fee was for any trade made, not just 
NZDT  come).  

3.)
and then withdraw the NZDT to the bank account number which was to be credited with the 
equivalent in $NZD. When the withdrawal was made, we allowed up to 48 hours processing 
time to then deposit the equivalent amount of New Zealand dollars from the Cryptopia bank 
account, to the customers bank account that they designated. This was manually handled by 

w crypto directly to a bank 
account). 

4.) These were ALL manually processed  we were working on an API to work with ASB however 
that was still in development when ASB withdrew their support.  

 

In regards to customers using other services Post-ASB, we had a small section on our Knowledgebase 
about this: 

 

#2. How do I deposit my local currency into my 
Cryptopia account (I do not live in NZ)?

If you do not have a New Zealand bank account, the only way to make a
deposit using your local currency is by using a cryptocurrency exchange 
service servicing your domestic country. You should do your research 
carefully, there are many options available and not all exchange services 
allow fiat conversion. Choose the right exchange that best meets your 
requirements and expectations.
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PLEASE NOTE: Cryptopia has no affiliation with any third party 
cryptocurrency exchange service.

Examples of cryptocurrency exchange services include:
https://www.coinbase.com/
https://localbitcoins.com/
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Welcome to Cryptopia Customer 
Service Team! 
 
Introduction 
 

Who are we? 

Cryptopia aims to be more than just another exchange, our focus is on the user 
experience of the crypocurrencies themselves. In order to make cryptocurrencies 
more accessible to everyone we provide an auction house and marketplace, 
several stable nodes on the network, and a support framework for each coin 
accepted on the site. Each coin accepted on Cryptopia has an established user 
base and community, as well as proven goods and services that the coin can be 
exchanged for to provide a consistent experience for the user and avoid hopping 
around between phad coins and pump and dump coins that won't stand the test of 
time. Every service provided by Cryptopia is fully integrated, you can mine directly 
to the exchange, or buy something from the marketplace or auction house with 
your trade earnings; all funds will be fully integrated and immediately accessible via 
all current and future Cryptopia services. 

 

History of Cryptopia 

Been around for 4-5 years 
Launched as an exchange in 2014 
Adam Clark and Rob Dawson are our founders.  
What started out as a hobby, quickly turned into a full time job.  
5 months ago, we had ~12 staff (including ones that were contracted), now 
we are sitting at 75 full time staff. 

 

Intranel relationship: 

Adam used to work at Intranel. When he decided to start Cryptopia, he was 
told to stay in the building and use the facilities while he was trying to get it off 
the ground.  
Andy, Dave and Adam (who are the founders of Intranel) also help out full 
time in Cryptopia.  
Most of Intranel Devs work full time for Cryptopia.  

 

Cryptopia in the Crypto space: 
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As an exchange, we are different from most other exchanges as our volumes 
are generated from crypto to crypto trades. While most other exchanges 
deal with fiat to crypto exchange.  
Majority of our listed coins are alt coins. 
We are globally recognised for listing many alt coins. 

 

Our base markets?  
 
BTC, USDT, NZDT, LTC, DOGE.  

https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/Exchange  
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How do I set up an account with Cryptopia? 
 
BELOW ARE STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS TO HELP YOU SET UP AN ACCOUNT WITH 

CRYPTOPIA.                                                              
 
#1. Click on the 'Register' button at the top right hand corner. 
 
#2. Create a Username for your account and nominate an Email Address. 
 
 
Please take the following into consideration when selecting your Email Address:  
 

Use a permanent email address to which you have a reliable access 
Make sure it is not connected to any other Cryptopia account; and 
is unique to Cryptopia and not used on any other cryptocurrency service, 
exchange or site. This email address will be used for account verification and 
registration completion, its secure integrity is important. 
Make sure that your email account as well as information and credentials 
associated with it, have not been compromised. We recommend using 
available online tools (e.g. https://haveibeenpwned.com/) and regularly 
checking it.  

 
#3. Create a 'Password' for your account.  
 
Make sure you use a unique password which you do not use for anything else. 
Cryptopia has strict minimum password requirements for the security of user 
accounts and these are case sensitive.  
 
PLEASE NOTE:  For your password to meet Cryptopia minimum password 
requirements it must be a minimum of 8 characters long, and include at least one of 
each of the following:  

1 Uppercase letter; 
1 Lowercase letter; 
1 Special character; and  
1 number.  

 
 
 
#4. Create your own unique 4-8 digit, Two Factor Authentication (2FA) PinCode.  
 
PLEASE NOTE: make sure you remember this number as you will need it for login and 
other user account activities.  Once set, this PinCode may be changed on the 
Security page of your account.  
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#5. Click the 'I agree to terms and conditions' box and 'I'm not a robot' box and 
finally the 'Register' button.  
 
 
#6. After you complete registration, a confirmation email will be sent to your 
nominated Email Address.  
 

 
 
#7. Open the email and click on the 'Verify My Email Address' link in the email. 
image_censored.jpg 59.09 KB 
 
PLEASE NOTE: This link expires after several hours, so please check for the email and 
make sure you successfully activate your account soon after registering. These can 
sometimes go to 'junk', 'spam' or 'promotional' folders so ensure you check all folders. 
 
 
#8. Your Email Address will now be verified and you will be prompted to log in using 
firstly your Email Address, secondly your case sensitive Password and finally your 4-8 
digit 2FA PinCode. 
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#9. Your account is now set up and you are ready to begin trading!  
 
 
What do I do if I am experiencing registration issues? 
 

If you can't find the registration email, it may be filtered into a different 
alternative folder within your inbox (i.e. junk, spam or promotional). These 
folders often do not sync with mobile apps or email clients. We suggest that 
you log onto your webmail if possible and perform a thorough search. 
We are aware that some ISP email providers and customized domains, reject 
or defer some of our automated emails. This may either cause delay, or 
you may not receive them at all. If you have not received a Cryptopia email 
you are expecting, you should try and whitelist this email 
  noreply@cryptopia.co.nz with your provider, in addition to contacting 

Cryptopia Support describing the issue so we can check and confirm if we 
can assist.  
If the link is not clickable, this is likely due to a compatibility issue with the 

client to view the email, and if you still cannot get it to work, please contact 
Cryptopia Support and we can manually activate your account. 
If after clicking the link, you get a message on Cryptopia saying "You are not 
authorized to view this area", this indicates the link has expired. If this occurs, 
please contact Cryptopia Support, and we can manually activate your 
account. 

 

Do I need to be verified? 
 
Following successful registration of your Cryptopia account, you automatically 
achieve LEVEL 1 VERIFICATION. This happens when you click on the activation email 
we send to you and you log into your account. For further information about setting 
up a Cryptopia account, see 'How do I set up an account with Cryptopia'.  
 
LEVEL 1 VERIFICATION gives you access to all functions and features on Cryptopia.  
 
The only restriction placed on LEVEL 1 VERIFICATION is the limit and type of 
withdrawals and transfers between Cryptopia accounts.  This is 
currently cryptocurrency only with the equivalent value of $5000 NZD every 24 hour*. 
 
*PLEASE NOTE: a '24 hour period' means 24 hours from your first withdrawal or transfer, 
for example, if you make a withdrawal at 4pm on the 8th of Jan, your 24 hour period 
for that amount runs until 3.59 pm 9th of Jan. The next 24 hour period will commence 
with your next withdrawal or transfer. 
 
Please go to 'How do I increase my verification level?' for step by step instructions on 
how to increase your verification level if necessary.    
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How do I increase my Verification level? 
How do I increase my Verification Level to LEVEL 2? 
 
If you're willing to increase the Level 1 Verification daily limit imposed on withdrawals 
and transfers between Cryptopia accounts, you need to apply for Level 2 
Verification. 
 
LEVEL 2 VERIFICATION LIMIT is currently the equivalent of $50,000 NZD per 24 hours*. 
 
*PLEASE NOTE: a '24 hour period' means 24 hours from your first withdrawal or transfer. 
For example, if you make a withdrawal at 4pm on the 8th of Jan, your 24 hour period 
runs until 3.59 pm 9th of Jan. The next 24 hour period will commence with your next 
withdrawal or transfer. 
 
Applications for Level 2 Verification must be made via our website and be 
compliant with International Anti-Money Laundering Law (AML) provisions.  You must 
be over 18 years of age at the time of application and ensure you hold necessary 
identification documentation. 
 
TO APPLY FOR AN INCREASED VERIFICATION LEVEL, PLEASE FOLLOW THE STEPS OUTLINED BELOW: 

#1. Log into your Cryptopia account 
 
#2. Go to  
 

balances of all your coins. 
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#4. Submit Verification for Level2. 

  

PLEASE NOTE: You will see that your account is already LEVEL 1 VERIFIED 
 

#5. Complete all details in the form including: 
First name (same characters as ID, ex.   is shown on ID,  must also be 
entered in the registration form; Li Si is not sufficient); 
Last Name (same character as ID); 
Birthday (DD/MM/YYYY format); 
Gender 
Country  
City 
State 
Postcode 
Address (PO Box or non-specific address is not acceptable). 
 

#6. Upload your Identification Documentation. AML Law requires either a 
Government issued current Passport, or Drivers License, or Government issued 
Identity Card.   
 
PLEASE NOTE: Documentation must display your photo, full name and date of birth - 
if this information is located on the back and front of your Identity Card or Drivers 
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License we advise you to upload the documentation so that all information is 
displayed clearly in the one image.  
PLEASE NOTE: The file size limit for uploads is 4MB. We will not accept any 
identification that has expired. Please ensure the image is clear and features such as 
the Identification Documentation text are identifiable.  
 
#7. Upload a clear photo of you holding your uploaded Identification 
Documentation. 
PLEASE NOTE: Please make sure your camera is clean and you are entirely visible in 
the photo. We cannot accept photos where we cannot see your face. You must 
hold your identification open to ensure the photo, full name and date of birth are 
visible. 
 
The file size limit for uploads is 4MB. Please ensure the image is clear and features 
such as the Identification Documentation text are identifiable. Your photos must not 
be edited in anyway. 
 
#8. Tick the 'I accept the Terms and Conditions' box. 
#9. Click on 'Submit'. 
 

PLEASE NOTE: Applicant must be at least 18 years of age at the time of application. 
 
What happens now? 

Once we have received your Application for Level 2 Verification, our team will 
review your application. If the application is approved, you will be notified 
via email.  
 
If your application is rejected, you will be notified by email with a reason for the 
rejection. You will need to address the issue outlined in the email (for example, 
identification documentation, quality of photo etc) and resubmit your application 
by following the same process as the above. 
 

How do I increase my Verification level to LEVEL 3? 
 
Cryptopia users who require a $500,000+ NZD daily withdrawal limit will need to 
contact the Cryptopia Support team to request Verification Level 3 on their 
account. 
 
Please ensure the subject of your ticket is LEVEL 3 VERIFICATION REQUEST as this will 
allow for the ticket to be addressed by the right support team member.  
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PLEASE NOTE: LEVEL 3 VERIFICATION LIMIT is currently the equivalent of $500,000 NZD 
per 24 hour period 
 

 
reCAPTCHA is a free service from Google that helps protect websites from spam and 

an and bots apart. It is easy for 
  

 

 
 
Why is reCAPTCHA not working on my computer? 
 
There may be some instances where certain browsers do not display reCAPTCHA 
properly. For further information and troubleshooting, please refer to 
ReCaptcha support page. 
 

Why am I not receiving emails from Cryptopia (including verification) 
There are a number of reasons why you may not be receiving, or cannot find, 
automated Cryptopia emails that you might be expecting.  
 
Use these troubleshooting tips to help: 

 
#1. Is your account activated? 
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Following registration you will be sent a 'Registration Confirmation' email sent to your 
nominated Email Address. In order to complete your registration, you will have to 
click on the account verification link. You will not receive any further emails including 
password resets, until your account is activated. 
 
#2. Are you checking the right email inbox?  
 
Check that you did not register with an alternative email address and have 
checked the right inbox.   
 
#3. Have you checked the junk, spam or promotional folders in your inbox?  
 
It is possible that emails from Cryptopia get filtered into a different folder within your 
inbox, this may cause issues with synchronization between mobile apps or email 
cleints.  You should log into your email via a web browser if possible, and perform a 
thorough search for it. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: There are sometimes issues with automated emails sent to email 

automated emails are often delayed, but should eventually be received in your 
mailbox. 
 
A small number of ISP providers may completely reject our automated emails as 

you should investigate whether you can whitelist our cryptopia.co.nz domain from 
your email account, or request your provider to remove the block 
on cryptopia.co.nz. 
 
If your email provider is not able to help by whitelisting our domain, we recommend 
using an alternative email service provider and setting up a new account. You can 
change your email by raising a support ticket and letting our Support team know 
what email you would like to change to.  
 

 

Are there any account limits for trading, deposits or withdrawals? 
 
There are currently no account limits for trading or deposits to Cryptopia. Limits for 
withdrawals and transfers between Cryptopia accounts depend on your verification 
level.  
 
PLEASE NOTE: Due to Anti Money Laundering (AML) regulations, accounts must have 
a Level 2 Verification Level for us to accept deposits or withdrawals of fiat New 
Zealand Dollars (NZD).  
 

Level 1 Verification  Withdrawal and Transfer Limit 
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Level 1 verification is achieved during the registration process once you click the link 
on the Registration Confirmation email sent to your registered email address. Every 
Cryptopia account has access to all functions and features on Cryptopia once the 
account is activated at Level 1. 
 
Level 1 verified accounts have a withdrawal and transfer limit of $5,000 
NZD equivalent of value per 24 hour period*. 
 
 

Level 2 Verification  Withdrawal and Transfer Limit 

You can increase the withdrawal and transfer limit on your account by upgrading it 
to Level 2 verification. See our article on increasing account verification to Level 2 or 
3 'How do I increase my verification level?' .  
 
Level 2 verified accounts have a withdrawal and transfer limit of $50,000 
NZD equivalent of value per 24 hour period*. 
 

Level 3 Verification - Withdrawal and Transfer Limit 

 
You can request a further increase on the withdrawal and transfer limit on your 
account by upgrading it to Level 3 verification.  See our article on increasing 
account verification to Level 2 or 3 'How do I increase my verification level?'.  
 
Level 3 verified accounts have a withdrawal and transfer limit of $500,000 
NZD equivalent of value per 24 hour period*. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: *A '24 hour period' means 24 hours from your first withdrawal or 
transfer. For example, if you make a withdrawal at 4pm on the 8th of Jan, your 24 
hour period runs until 3.59pm 9th of Jan for that amount. The next 24 hour period will 
commence with your next withdrawal or transfer. 
 

Are there any specific requirements for ID documents? 
The only time you need to provide ID documentation is if you choose to apply 
for Level Two Verification. You will be required to upload identification 
documentation when you apply. See articles Do I need to be Verified? and How do I 
increase my verification level? for more information. 
 
Cryptopia's ID requirements are outlined below: 
 
#1. Upload a photo of your identification document.  
 
#2. Law requires your identification document to be either a government 
issued current passport, Drivers License or Identity Card. 
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#3. This document must display a clear picture of you, and include your full 
name and date of birth (If this information is found on two sides of your ID, please 
upload both sides into one document). 
 
#4. The file size limit for uploads is 4MB. 
 
#5. We will not accept any identification that has expired. 
 
#6. Upload a photo of you holding your identification documentation. 
 
#7. Please make sure your camera lens is clean and your face is entirely visible in 
the photo.  
 
#8. We cannot accept photos where we cannot see your face. You must hold your 
identification open to ensure your photo, full name and date of birth are visible.  
 
#9. Please note that we cannot accept edited photos. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: We cross check your submitted information with your uploaded ID. This 
means whatever characters your full name is on your ID, this needs to be the same 
characters that you submit in the form.  
 

 
reCAPTCHA is a free service from Google that helps protect websites from spam and 

  
 

 

 

Why is reCAPTCHA not working on my computer? 

There may be some instances where certain browsers do not display reCAPTCHA 
properly. For further information and troubleshooting, please refer to 
ReCaptcha support page. 
 
What fees does Cryptopia charge and how do I see them? 
Cryptopia charges fees on Trades and Withdrawals are on our Exchange. 
 

Trading Fees 

Cryptopia charges a 0.2% fee for every trade on our Exchange. 
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The fee is automatically calculated and displayed in the 'Fee' field after you 
have entered an 'Amount' and 'Price'.  

 
The 'Total' field includes the fee which is shown before you confirm the order. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: Further information on how to trade on Cryptopia can be found in our 
article 'How do I trade? (for beginners)' 
 
 

Withdrawal Fees 

Each cryptocurrency coin listed on Cryptopia has different fee for 
Withdrawals.  
These fees are static amounts for each transaction, not percentages of the 
value of your withdrawal, e.g. you will pay the same withdrawal fee whether 

 
You can view our Withdrawal Fees on the Coininfo page, under 'Settings' for 
each cryptocurrency coin.  
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Withdrawal fees are based on the individual Blockchain transaction cost for 
that coin. This blockchain transaction cost goes towards paying the miners 
undertaking confirmations and network running costs. 
Cryptopia reviews the 'Withdrawal Fees' on coins periodically, after assessing 
the average cost of a single transaction on the Blockchain and 
considering  transaction speed optimisation.   
 

PLEASE NOTE: For detailed information on how to withdraw your coins please see our 
article How do I make a withdrawal?' article. For further information on Blockchain 
Confirmations, please refer to our article What are Blockchain Confirmations? 
 

How do I reset my password? 
There are two options if you wish to reset the Password on your account. Below is a 
step by step guide.  
 
For yo
Password so please do not ask us or tell us what your Password is.  
 
Cryptopia has strict Minimum Password Requirements for the security of user 
accounts and these are case sensitive. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: For your Password to meet Cryptopia Minimum Password 
Requirements it must be a minimum of 8 characters long, and include at least one of 
each of the following:  
 

1 Uppercase letter; 
1 Lowercase letter; 
1 Special character; and  
1 number. 

 
OPTION 1 - CAN'T LOG IN 
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#1. Go to https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/Login/  
 

Forgot your Password   
 
#3. Enter YOUR Email Address and tick the 'I am not a robot' box. 
 
#4. Click 'Send Password Reset' button. 
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#5. You will be sent an email with a link to reset your Password. 

 
#6. Click on the 'Reset My Password' button in that email. 
 
#7. Enter YOUR Email address and YOUR new Password when prompted. You will be 
asked to confirm that new Password. Please note our Minimum Password 
Requirements detailed above.  
 
#8. Press 'Click Here' and you will be redirected to login using your new Password. 
  
#9. Your Password is reset! 
 
PLEASE NOTE: The 'Reset My Password' link in the email expires within 15 minutes so 
please click on the link in the email as soon as you receive it. 
 
OPTION 2 - ALREADY LOGGED IN 
 
You can also reset your Password from your Account Security page if you are 
already logged in. Below is a step by step guide.  
 
#1. Go to 'Security' page. 
 
#2. Under Account Security, go to Change Password. 
 
#3. Enter your current Password. 
 
#4. Enter your new Password, noting our Minimum Password Requirements detailed 
above. 
 
#5. Confirm your new Password.  
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#6. Click on 'Change Password' button. 
 
#7. Your Password is now changed!  
 
#8. You will be logged out, and you will need this Password to log back in. 
 

What is a cryptocurrency wallet? 
A Cryptocurrency Wallet is software or service used for representing cryptocurrency 
transactions and securing ownership of them. 

 
Each Wallet is associated with a Public Key, which is used as an address for 
managing and assigning cryptocurrency transactions sent over a blockchain. This 
Public Key is commonly the address you will specify whenever you send a 
cryptocurrency transaction from one place to another. 

 
Each Wallet also securely stores a Private Key, which is a key that secures ownership 
of the cryptocurrency balance associated with the Public Key address. 

 
There are various types of cryptocurrency wallets which are used and managed in 
different ways. Exchange services like Cryptopia manage and maintain Wallets, and 
provide you with the functionality to send and receive transactions as well as 
securely hold the balances assigned to your account.   
 
We manage and maintain a Wallet for each cryptocurrency coin, and using this 
Wallet allow users to generate an address which is associated to each respective 
account on our database.  You can only generate one address per coin and this 
address will never change.   
 

Types of Cryptocurrency Wallets  
 
Each cryptocurrency coin requires it's own specific Wallet as each operates on its 
own specific  blockchain. To view the software available to set up your own Personal 
Wallet for a specific cryptocurrency coin, head to the CoinInfo page and select the 
'Links' heading. The first link will be the website for that coin and there you will find the 
types of wallets that are on offer for different platforms. Outlined below are the 
common types of Wallets. 
 
#1. Personal Wallets  
 
Personal Wallets are recommended for your own storage of cryptocurrency coins, as 
this gives you complete control over the wallet and the Public and Private keys 
associated with it. 
 
#2. Online web based Wallets 
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Online wallets are typically hosted online and accessed from a web browser. These 
are generally simple to access and use, but may be limited in functionality.  
 
Due to being hosted and managed by a third party, and always being online, they 
are not necessarily as secure as other wallet types and may be targets for exploiting 
your cryptocurrency coins. 
#3. Desktop Wallets 
 
Desktop Wallets are accessed on a desktop/laptop computer and utilise its 
operating system, e.g. desktop computer using a Windows operating system. 
 
They are generally easy to use, but require some setup and maintenance, and can 
be kept online or offline depending on your needs. 
 
Desktop Wallets have the benefit of storing your Private Key on a local 
platform, instead of online as a Web Wallet. The security of your cryptocurrency is 
dependent on the security of the device running them, as well as your general 
online security practices. 
#4. Mobile Wallets 
 
Mobile wallets have some similarities to both Desktop and Web/Online wallets. They 
are designed to be run specifically from a mobile device, with easy access and 
convenience in mind. 
PLEASE NOTE: phones and other devices often have their own security flaws, such as 
being easily stolen or accessed by unauthorised parties. 
#5. Hardware Wallets 
 
These are hardware dongles specifically designed for secure, long-term storage of a 
cryptocurrency, and are generally one of the most secure ways to keep your 
holdings safe. 
#6. Paper Wallets 
 
Paper Wallets are physical printouts containing the Public and Private keys 
associated with your cryptocurrency holdings. They require a little more effort and 
knowledge to manage, but can provide higher levels of security against online 
attacks as your Private Key is not stored or accessible anywhere online. 
 

Is Cryptopia safe? 
Cryptopia actively strives to ensure the security, integrity and privacy of personal 
information submitted to us, including regular review and compliance of our security 
measures in line with current technology. Unfortunately, no data transmission over 
the internet can be guaranteed to be totally secure.  

 
We will take all reasonable steps to protect the personal information you may 
transmit to us or we collect from our online products and services. Once submitted, 
we take all reasonable steps to maintaining its security on our systems. 
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Additionally, our employees and contractors who provide services related to our 
information systems, are also obliged to maintain confidentiality and security of any 
personal information held by us. 

 
We recommend users regularly review our Terms & Conditions and our Privacy 
Policy to ensure that you are familiar with these policies. We reserve the right to 
change these policies from time to time. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: There are additional measures that you can take to ensure your 
personal details and accounts are kept safe such as Two Factor Authentication and 
being aware of the common scam tactics used in the industry, six of which are 
detailed below.  

 

Common scam tactics 

#1. Phishing websites 

 
Phishing 
Scammers set up fake websites that resemble reputable business sites in order to get 
you to enter your account or personal information. 
 
The site may look very legitimate (and often look almost identical to official websites) 
but they will always have a slightly different domain name/URL. Before entering any 
of your personal details into the website, ensure you have reviewed the below: 
 
What should I look out for? 
 
Every time you log into your account, we recommend double checking that you are 
visiting the correct URL, which you can find below. 

https://www.cryptopia.co.nz  
 
PLEASE NOTE: Be aware of URLs that end in .com, .ws, .cx 
 

Check that the URL address starts with https:// 
 

Check the Site Certificate to see whether a website is safe to visit. If you are 
using Google Chrome, you can check the security status to the left of the 
web address (a green lock is an indicator that the website is secure). If you 
are using a different browser, please look how to view the Site Certificate in 
the settings of your browser. 
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When typing Cryptopia into a search engine (ie Google) or any link sent to 
you from an external source or website, please double check the URL is 
legitimate. 

 
When clicking on Google Ads, ensure that you check the URL is legitimate as 
phishing sites have been known to place fake advertisements. 

 

 

 

 
When clicking on any email that looks like it has been legitimately sent from 
Cryptopia, check the sent address. Scammers often send emails with links 
that look real but actually redirect you to a fake site. Further information on 
spoof emails is detailed in point #5 below.  

#2. Fake Applications (Apps) on Google Play and Apple Store 

 
Currently Cryptopia DOES NOT have a mobile app. NEVER DOWNLOAD any app 
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fromany appstore. Any release of a Cryptopia App will be announced from official 
sources such as our News Page and Twitter.  

What should I look out for? 

Never download any Application from either Google Play or Apple that 
claims to be a Cryptopia Application (app).  
 

WARNING: some apps seem extremely convincing and professional but please do 
not download or input any personal information into any third party application. 

 
#3. Fake support numbers 

What should I look out for? 

 
Some sites have been known to list a 'support' number for Cryptopia. These numbers 
are not legitimate support numbersas WE DO NOT CURRENTLY OFFER SUPPORT VIA 
PHONE. Scammers regularly set up these numbers and when users phone, they are 
hoping to obtain your personal account details to access your account. 

Never phone any number that claims to offer Cryptopia support. 
Never disclose any of your personal information to a support person over the 
phone who claims to be a member of the Cryptopia support team. 

 

#4. Fake phone call from 'Cryptopia' 

Be aware that no Cryptopia support staff will ever contact you via the phone. If you 
receive a call from someone claiming to work for Cryptopia support, we 
recommend you hang up straight away and block the caller from your device.  
 

What should I look out for? 

Never give your personal details to anyone (especially if they have phoned 
you and claim to be from Cryptopia support). 
Cryptopia support will only ever send emails from addresses ending 
with @cryptopia.co.nz (watch out for slight typographical changes like 
cryptopja.co.nz). 
Cryptopia support will never ask for your password or your two factor 
authentication code. 
Cryptopia will never request that you grant us remote access to your 
computer. 

 

#5. Spoof emails 
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Please be aware that we have had reports of fake emails being sent out to users.  
 

What should I look out for? 

Cryptopia will never ask for a payment that does not go through Paytopia. 
Cryptopia will never ask you to send payment to a specific address. 
Cryptopia staff will never ask you for your password or two factor authentication 
details 

 

#6. Fake Twitter accounts 

It is always a great idea to keep up to date with Cryptopia via Twitter. However, 
always be sure you are on the official Cryptopia twitter account. Copy accounts will 
duplicate everything they can to seem like the real deal, however always double 
check the Twitter handle is @Cryptopia_NZ. 
 

What should I look out for? 

Cryptopia will never ask for a payment that does not go through Paytopia. 
 

It is a good idea to bookmark our official Twitter page, or access it through 
our website.  
We have only one Twitter account, anything else is a spoof. 
Always check the Twitter handle is @Cryptopia_NZ. 

 

How do I know if I am communicating with a real Cryptopia staff member? 

Through support tickets lodged via here, 
Through @cryptopia.co.nz email addresses (although beware scammers may 
send emails that look like they come from @cryptopia.co.nz). 
Never via phone. 
We do have an official Facebook and Twitter account. We do not have a 
Telegram account currently. 

Additional security tips 

We recommend you change your Cryptopia password regularly and use a 
password you do not use anywhere else. See article 'How do I reset my 
password?' 
Activate or upgrade your 2FA to a dynamic code, for example Google 
Authenticator or a Cryptopia Two Factor Authentication Device. See 
article 'What is Two Factor Authentication (2FA) and how do I set it up?'. 
Regularly check to see if your email has been compromised. Go 
to: https://haveibeenpwned.com/or https://hacked-
emails.com/verified_leaks. 
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Enable 2FA on your email account. 
Regularly change your email account password. 
Ensure your Cryptopia account password is different from your email account 
password. 
Create a new email address that is used ONLY for Cryptopia for maximum 
security. 

 
BE CAREFUL when clicking on third party links from any (and our) website. We 
provide links to websites outside of our own.  These linked sites are not under our 
control, and we cannot accept responsibility for the conduct of companies linked to 
our website. Before disclosing your personal information on any other website, we 
advise you to examine their terms and conditions, privacy statement and Site 
Certificate.  
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Transactions 
Cryptopia users are able to Deposit, Withdraw and Transfer in and/or within Cryptopia. 

Deposits 
When depositing into Cryptopia, you need to generate an address for the coin you would like 
deposit. This address is a unique set of numbers for funds to be allocated to you from 

 

At Cryptopia you generate an address once, for each coin, and this then always remains the 

 

 

 

Cryptonights or some cryptocurrency coins require an additional 'Payment ID' (e.g. 
CryptoNight coins) or Message (e.g XEM, BIS), in addition to your 'Deposit Address', in 
order to be received and assigned to your Cryptopia account balance. If an extra field is 
required for a particular coin, it will be shown on your Deposit page for that coin, together 
with your 'Deposit Address'.
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Unconfirmed Deposits
Wallet is in maintenance
Wallet may have crashed
The wallet may have no connections
Cross-chain deposits
Smart Contracts
Multisig
MultiOutput
Others
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Unconfirmed Deposits 

Deposits that has not been fully processed by the network stays as unconfirmed. They need 
to reach the required number of block confirmations before the transaction is completed, 

 

Sometimes the deposit stays as unconfirmed if we had technical difficulties (i.e our Deposit 
tracker stops working); wallet does not have connections or the wallet is behind in block 
height. 
 

 

Wallet is in maintenance 

When a wallet is in maintenance, no deposits or withdrawals, or creating of new addresses 
can occur. A wallet may be put into maintenance for many reasons. It may be due to 
technical difficulties experienced with the wallet, a scheduled maintenance for an upgrade, 
or a coin developer may request for it to be put into maintenance. 

Wallet has crashed 

e wallet has 
crashed due to technical difficulties. Customers are still able to create addresses (but not 
have their deposits or withdrawals go through) if the status of the wallet does not get put into 
maintenance. 
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Wallet may have no connections 

The lack connections is due to the lack of nodes required from the community. These 
connections are randomly formed by nodes. Nodes are generated by wallets and exists as 
an IP addresses that power the Peer-to-peer network, allowing transactions to be posted to 
the network. When there are no connections, Cryptopia will not be able to verify incoming 

created.
 

 

Cross-chain Deposits 

When depositing into Cryptopia, the
sends their coins to the wrong address, they lose their coins 99% of the time. When this 
happens, a cross-chain can occur.
When the user has deposited their coins into another address they have. These transactions 
can usually be recovered, however, we do charge a 10% as it takes up time and resources 
to do the recovery. 
 

These often can happen when there has been a fork in the network and the user has made 
a deposit of the new currency into the old coin address. The transaction goes through 
because technically, the transaction is running off the same network. 
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Smart Contracts 

A Smart Contract is a computer protocol intended to digitally facilitate, verify or enforce the 
negotiation or performance of a contract. 
 

How a Smart Contract transaction looks on the block explorer:

 

However, this is often confused with a Token transfer (which does not pose a problem to us). 
The token itself is a Smart Contract but the transaction is not. The key identifier is the token 
name below the address: 
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Multisig  

Multisig transactions require multiple private keys (signatures) to sign a single transaction. 
Multisignature addresses require another user or users sign a transaction before it can be 
broadcast onto the block chain. For example: when Alice wants to pay Bob, she sends a 
transaction to a multisignature address, which requires at least two signatures from the 
group "Alice, Bob and Trent" to redeem the money. If Alice and Bob disagree on who should 
get the money (Alice wants a refund, whilst Bob believes he fulfilled his obligations and 
demands the payment), they can appeal to Trent. Trent grants his signature to Alice or Bob, 
so one of them can redeem the funds.
 

 

Multioutput 

A multiple output transaction is exactly what is sounds like - several outputs take place within 
the same transaction. Our system does not support more than one deposit from a single 
transaction ID (hash), which is why a multiple output transaction is likely to fail.

If there are multiple deposits attached to one hash, our system can only recognize the first 
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deposit. This is common when sending directly from a pool or third party. This is often done 
to avoid having to pay fees across multiple transactions. 
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Others 

Invalid Deposits 

At the time of writing, invalid deposits only occur in XEM deposits, due to a monitoring 
service checking all transactions after 534 million US dollars worth of XEMs were stolen due 

 

DBET - Token v1 

Customers may have deposited DBET tokens that have not been updated to the latest 
version. Cryptopia currently does not support version 1 DBET coins and due to this, we will 

a valid ETH address for us to send the coins back to you.

Upon receiving the coins, customers can update them according to these instructions: 
https://www.decent.bet/token/info
 

Valid Transaction IDs  

Customers have to provide us with a valid transaction ID for us to investigate any missing 
deposits. If we do not have a valid transaction ID or if is not showing on the block explorer, 
the sending wallet/exchange may not have posted the transaction the the network. 
Customers will have to contact their sending wallet/exchange for more information. 
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Withdrawals 
Cryptopia users are able to withdraw funds stored in the exchange.
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Welcome to Cryptopia Customer 
Service Team! 

 

Introduction 

Who are we? 

Cryptopia Limited was started in 2014 by Rob Dawson and Adam Clark as a 
Cryptocurrency Exchange. Based in New Zealand, the Cryptopia Exchange has 

rencies. Our 
focus is our passionate community of users and we aim to offer them world class 
service including a fast, secure exchange experience. 

Ethically run and compliant with New Zealand regulations, our users experience 
premier support and fast response times, plus early access to new and innovative 
coins that have passed our stringent ethical, legal and technical requirements. The 
Exchange is simple to use, fast and secure. Users can deposit, trade or withdraw all 
of our 584 listed coins. With access to dynamic charts, live coin information, world 
class service and the largest range of coins, Cryptopia offers users the best global 
transparent exchange platform to trade cryptocurrencies. 

ultimate mission is to enable the widespread adoption of 
cryptocurrencies to give people back control of their money through faster, 
cheaper and more efficient financial services.  We aim to utilise Blockchain 
technology to open the Fintech sector to innovation and are working on a number 
of products and services to make this a reality. 

History of Cryptopia 

Been around for 4-5 years 
Launched as an exchange in 2014 
Adam Clark and Rob Dawson are our founders.  
What started out as a hobby, quickly turned into a full-time job.  
At the start of 2017, we had ~12 staff (including contractors), now we are 
sitting at 100 full time staff. 

 

Intranel relationship:  

Adam used to work at Intranel. When he decided to start Cryptopia, he was 
told to stay in the building and use the facilities while he was trying to get it off 
the ground.  
Andy, Dave and Adam (who are the founders of Intranel) also help out full 
time in Cryptopia.  
Most of Intranel Devs work full time for Cryptopia.   
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Cryptopia in the Crypto space: 

As an exchange, we are different from most other exchanges as our volumes 
are generated from crypto to crypto trades. While most other exchanges 
deal with fiat to crypto exchange.  
Majority of our listed coins are alt coins. 
We are globally recognised for listing many alt coins. 

 

Our base markets  
 
BTC, USDT, NZDT, LTC, and DOGE.  

https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/Exchange  

 

Our Customer Relationship Management Tools 

https://www.admintopia.co.nz/   

https://supportcryptopia.service-now.com/login.do  

 

Our Customer Service Tool Kit  

https://cryptopia.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SUP/overview  

Templates: 
https://cryptopia.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SUP/pages/127172618/Support+Te
mplates  
 
Renaming of Tickets for Triaging tickets into App Support: 
https://cryptopia.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SUP/pages/230817831/Triage  
 
Phishing Scams info: 
https://cryptopia.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SUP/pages/330563587/Phishing+S
cams  
 
Jira: 
https://jira.cryptopia.co.nz/ 
 
Promapp: 
https://go.promapp.com/cryptopia  
 

Help Centre for Users 

https://support.cryptopia.co.nz/csm  
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Our Values 
Communicative 

We aim to understand the environment around users and proactively build an 
excellent experience for both users and staff. We do this by clearly addressing and 
discussing processes internally, hoping that this will reflect externally with our 
approach to customers. 

 

Comprehensive 

Being comprehensive ensures that we take the time to see the whole story and 
intricacies that it entails. We aim to take the extra effort to learn the technology we 
use and apply that information to be as effective and helpful as possible.  

 missing, we will endeavour to find 
 

Compassionate 

We aim to be compassionate by going out of our way to understand where others 
are coming from  this includes co-workers and all users. We want to be empathetic 
and approach situations from multiple viewpoints.  

 

-- 

WE SHOULD NOT WORK WITHOUT COMPASSION, 

WE MUST USE IT LIKE IT S GOING OUT OF FASHION, 

WE RE ALL ON A BOAT, 

WE MUST STAY AFLOAT, 

WE ACHIEVE THIS WITH COMPUTERS AND PASSION. 

~ CRYPTOPIA SUPPORT TEAM 2018 
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Objectives and KPIs (WIP) 
1. Cryptopia to consistently deliver World Class Service 
2. Consistent messaging and Brand tone  
3. Auto-responses in all channels to set customer expectations  
4. First response within 24 hours  
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FAQs  
 

How does a user set up an account with Cryptopia? 
 
BELOW ARE STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS TO HELP USERS SET UP AN ACCOUNT WITH 

CRYPTOPIA.                                                              
 
#1. The user clicks on the 'Register' button at the top right-hand corner. 
 
#2. The user then creates a Username for the account and nominate an Email 
Address. 
 
 
Users should take the following into consideration when selecting their Email 
Address:  
 

Use a permanent email address to which the user has reliable access 
Make sure it is not connected to any other Cryptopia account; and 
Is unique to Cryptopia and not used on any other cryptocurrency service, 
exchange or site. This email address will be used for account verification and 
registration completion, its security is very important. 
Make sure that the email account as well as information and credentials 
associated with it have not been compromised. We recommend using 
available online tools (e.g. https://haveibeenpwned.com/) and regularly 
checking it.  

 
#3. The user creates a 'Password' for their account (see figure 1).  
 
The user should use a unique password which they do not use for anything else. 
Cryptopia has strict minimum password requirements for the security of user 
accounts and these are case sensitive.  
 
PLEASE NOTE:  For a password to meet Cryptopia minimum password requirements it 
must be a minimum of 8 characters long, and include at least one of each of the 
following:  

1 Uppercase letter; 
1 Lowercase letter; 
1 Special character; and  
1 number.  
 

 
Figure 1  Creating a Password 
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#4. The user clicks the 'I agree to the Terms & conditions' box and 'I'm not a robot' 
box and finally the 'Create Account' button. 

 

 
 
#5. After the user complete registration, a confirmation email will be sent to their 
nominated Email Address. 

 
 
#6. After the user completes registration, a confirmation email (see figure 2) will be 
sent to their nominated Email Address.  
 

 
Figure 2- Account Registration Confirmation Email 
 

#7. The user must then open the email and click on the 'Verify My Email Address' link 
in the email. 
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PLEASE NOTE: This link expires after several hours, users must check for the email and 
make sure they successfully activate their account soon after registering. These can 
sometimes go to 'junk', 'spam' or 'promotional' folders so the user must ensure they 
check all folders. 
 
#8.  Email Address will now be verified, and they will be prompted to log in 
using their Email Address (see figure 3), their case sensitive Password and their 4-8 
digit 2FA code. 
 

 
Figure 3  Email Address verified 

 
#9.  account is now set up and they are ready to begin trading!  
 
 

What should a user do if they are experiencing registration issues? 
 

If a user can't find the registration email, it may have been filtered into a 
different alternative folder within their inbox (i.e. junk, spam or promotional). 
These folders often do not sync with mobile apps or email clients. We suggest 
that users log onto their webmail if possible and perform a thorough search. 
We are aware that some ISP email providers and customized domains reject 
or defer some of our automated emails. This may either cause delay, or the 
user may not receive them at all. If the user has not received a Cryptopia 
email they are expecting, they should try and whitelist this email 
  noreply@cryptopia.co.nz with their provider, in addition to contacting 

Cryptopia Support describing the issue so we can check and confirm if we 
can assist.  
If the link is not clickable, this is likely due to a compatibility issue with the 
browser or email client the user is using. If possible, they should try using a 
different browser or client to view the email, and if they still cannot get it to 
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work, they should contact Cryptopia Support and we can manually activate 
their account. 
If after clicking the link, the user gets a message on Cryptopia saying "You are 
not authorized to view this area", this indicates the link has expired. If this 
occurs, the user should contact Cryptopia Support and we can manually 
activate the account. 

 

Does a user need to be verified? 
 
Following successful registration of  Cryptopia account, they automatically 
achieve LEVEL 1 VERIFICATION. This happens when they click on the activation email 
we send to them and they log into their account. For further information about 
setting up a Cryptopia account, see 'How does a user set up an account with 
Cryptopia'.  
 
LEVEL 1 VERIFICATION gives a user access to all functions and features on Cryptopia.  
 
The only restriction placed on LEVEL 1 VERIFICATION is the limit and type of 
withdrawals and transfers between Cryptopia accounts.  This is 
currently cryptocurrency only with the equivalent value of $5000 NZD every 24 
hours*. 
 
*PLEASE NOTE: A '24 hour period' means 24 hours from  first withdrawal or 
transfer, for example, if a user makes a withdrawal at 4pm on the 8th of Jan, their 24 
hour period for that amount runs until 3.59 pm 9th of Jan. The next 24 hour period will 
commence with their next withdrawal or transfer. 
 
Please go to 'How does a user increase their verification level?' for step by step 
instructions on how to increase  verification level if necessary.    
 

How does a user increase their Verification level? 
If a user wishes to increase the Level 1 Verification daily limit imposed on withdrawals 
and transfers between Cryptopia accounts, they will need to apply for Level 2 
Verification. 
 
THE LEVEL 2 VERIFICATION LIMIT is currently the equivalent of $50,000 NZD per 24 
hours*. 
 
*PLEASE NOTE: 
transfer, for example, if a user makes a withdrawal at 4pm on the 8th of Jan, their 24 
hour period for that amount runs until 3.59 pm 9th of Jan. The next 24 hour period will 
commence with their next withdrawal or transfer. 
 
Applications for Level 2 Verification must be made via our website and be 
compliant with International Anti-Money Laundering Law (AML) provisions. The 
applicant must be over 18 years of age at the time of application and ensure they 
hold necessary identification documentation. 
 
TO APPLY FOR AN INCREASED VERIFICATION LEVEL, USERS MUST FOLLOW THE STEPS OUTLINED BELOW: 
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#1. Log into their Cryptopia account 
 
#2. Go to  
 

their coins (see Highlight in 
Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4   

 
#4. Submit Verification for Level2 (As shown in Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5  Details to be filled in L2 Verification boxes 

PLEASE NOTE: The user will see that their account is already LEVEL 1 VERIFIED 
 

#5. Users must complete all details in the form including: 
First name (same characters as ID, ex.   is shown on ID,  must also be 
entered in the registration form; Li Si is not sufficient); 
Last Name (same character as ID); 
Birthday (DD/MM/YYYY format) or select from calendar; 
Country  
City 
State 
Postcode 
Address (PO Box or non-specific address is not acceptable). 
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#6. The user must upload their Identification Documentation. AML Law requires either 
a Government issued current Passport, or  License, or Government issued 
Identity Card.   
 
PLEASE NOTE: Documentation must display a photo, full name and date of birth - if 
this information is located on the back and front of  Identity Card or  
License the applicant must upload the documentation so that all information is 
displayed clearly in the one image.  
PLEASE NOTE: The file size limit for uploads is 4MB. We will not accept any 
identification that has expired. Users must ensure the image is clear and features 
such as the Identification Documentation text are identifiable. These photos must 
not be edited in anyway. 
 
#7. The user must upload a clear photo of themself holding their uploaded 
Identification Documentation. 
PLEASE NOTE: The user should make sure their camera is clean and they are entirely 
visible in the photo. We cannot accept photos where we cannot see  
face. The user must hold their identification open to ensure the photo, full 
name and date of birth are visible. 
 
#8. The user must tick the 'I accept the Terms and Conditions' box. 
#9. The user must click on 'Submit'. 
 

PLEASE NOTE: Applicant must be at least 18 years of age at the time of application. 
 
What happens now? 

Once we have received  Application for Level 2 Verification, our team will 
review the application. If the application is approved, the user will be notified 
via email.  
 
If the application is rejected, the user will be notified by email with a reason for the 
rejection. The user will need to address the issue outlined in the email (for example, 
identification documentation, quality of photo etc.) and resubmit their application 
by following the same process as the above. 
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How does a user increase their Verification level to LEVEL 3? 
 
If a user wishes to achieve Level 3 verification they have to provide the following to 
verification@cryptopia.co.nz: 

Cryptopia username 
An additional photo of user holding the ID that was submitted for Level 2 with 
another piece of paper which has their handwritten Cryptopia username on it 
Proof of their address such as a utility bill, bank statement/letter, or other 
government communication 
A statement as to their "Source of Wealth", in other words how they have 
made enough money to be trading at this level 
If the account is intended as a company account, the user will also need to 
provide proof of a link between them and the company, such as a bank 
statement in the company name addressed to them, or a link to a public 
government register that shows them as a director of the company. 
If they are not the company director, we will also require a handwritten 
statement from the director approving them to trading on the company's 
behalf. 

All of the above details need to be emailed to verification@cryptopia.co.nz. 

In addition, 2FA (Two Factor Authentication) must be enabled on their Cryptopia 
account for us to proceed, specifically we need some form of OTP (one time 
password) such as Authentication Application (e.g. Google Authenticator or Authy) 
or our Cryptopia Authenticator Device. 

If their application is rejected, they will be notified by email with a reason for the 
rejection. They will need to address the issue outlined in the email and resubmit their 
application by following the same process as the above. 

PLEASE NOTE: LEVEL 3 VERIFICATION LIMIT is currently the equivalent of $500,000 NZD 
per 24 hour period 

 

What is ReCaptcha? 
reCAPTCHA is a free service from Google that helps protect websites from spam and 

uring test to tell human and bots apart (see figure 6). It is 
easy for humans 
out.  
 

 
Figure 6  ReCAPTCHA success 
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Why is reCAPTCHA not working on  computer? 
 
There may be some instances where certain browsers do not display reCAPTCHA 
properly. For further information and troubleshooting, users should refer to 
ReCaptcha support page. 
 

Why is a user not receiving emails from Cryptopia (including 
verification)? 
There are several reasons why users may not be receiving, or cannot find, 
automated Cryptopia emails that they might be expecting.  
 
Users should use these troubleshooting tips to help: 

 
#1. Is their account activated? 
 
Following registration the user will be sent a 'Registration Confirmation' email sent to 
their nominated Email Address. To complete their registration, they will have to click 
on the account verification link. The user will not receive any further emails, including 
password resets, until their account is activated. 
 
#2. Is the user checking the right email inbox?  
 
The user should check that they did not register with an alternative email address 
and have checked the right inbox.   
 
#3. Has the user checked the junk, spam or promotional folders in their inbox?  
 
It is possible that emails from Cryptopia get filtered into a different folder within the 

 inbox, which may cause issues with synchronisation between mobile apps or 
email clients. Users should log into their email via a web browser if possible, and 
perform a thorough search for it. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: There are sometimes issues with automated emails sent to email 

automated emails are often delayed, but should eventually be received in the 
 mailbox. 

 
A small number of ISP providers may completely reject our automated emails as 
spam. If a user is having a consistent issue receiving C
they should investigate whether they can whitelist our cryptopia.co.nz domain from 
their email account, or request their provider to remove the block 
on cryptopia.co.nz. 
 
If  email provider is not able to help by whitelisting our domain, we 
recommend using an alternative email service provider and setting up a new 
account. Users can change their registered email by raising a support ticket and 
letting our Support team know what email they would like to change to.  
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Are there any account limits for trading, deposits or withdrawals? 
 
There are currently no account limits for trading or deposits to Cryptopia. Limits for 
withdrawals and transfers between Cryptopia accounts depend on  
verification level.  
 
PLEASE NOTE: Due to Anti Money Laundering (AML) regulations, accounts must have 
a Level 2 Verification Level for us to accept deposits or withdrawals of fiat New 
Zealand Dollars (NZD). (This service is currently not available) 
 

Level 1 Verification  Withdrawal and Transfer Limit 

Level 1 verification is achieved during the registration process once the user clicks 
the link on the Registration Confirmation email sent to their registered email address. 
Every Cryptopia account has access to all functions and features on Cryptopia 
once the account is activated at Level 1. 
 
Level 1 verified accounts have a withdrawal and transfer limit of $5,000 
NZD equivalent of value per 24-hour period*. 
 

Level 2 Verification  Withdrawal and Transfer Limit 

Users can increase the withdrawal and transfer limit on their account by upgrading it 
to Level 2 verification. See our article on increasing account verification to Level 2 or 
3 'How does a user increase their verification level?' .  
 
Level 2 verified accounts have a withdrawal and transfer limit of $50,000 
NZD equivalent of value per 24-hour period*. 
 

Level 3 Verification - Withdrawal and Transfer Limit 

Users can request a further increase on the withdrawal and transfer limit on their 
account by upgrading it to Level 3 verification.  See our article on increasing 
account verification to Level 2 or 3 'How does a user increase their verification 
level?'.  
 
Level 3 verified accounts have a withdrawal and transfer limit of $500,000 
NZD equivalent of value per 24-hour period*. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: *A -hour period' means 24 hours from  first withdrawal or 
transfer. For example, if a user makes a withdrawal at 4pm on the 8th of Jan, their 
24-hour period runs until 3.59pm 9th of Jan for that amount. The next 24-hour period 
will commence with their next withdrawal or transfer. 
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Are there any specific requirements for ID documents? 
The only time a user needs to provide ID documentation is if they choose to apply 
for Level Two Verification. Users will be required to upload identification 
documentation when they apply. See the articles Does a user need to be 
Verified? and How does a user increase their verification level? for more information. 
 
Cryptopia's ID requirements are outlined below: 
 
#1. Users must upload a photo of their identification document.  
 
#2. Law requires  identification document to be either a government 
issued current passport,  License or Identity Card. 
 
#3. This document must display a clear picture of the user, and include  full 
name and date of birth (If this information is found on two sides of  ID, the 
user must upload both sides into one document). 
 
#4. The file size limit for uploads is 4MB. 
 
#5. We will not accept any identification that has expired. 
 
#6. The user must upload a photo of themself holding their identification 
documentation. 
 
#7. The user should make sure their camera lens is clean and their face is entirely 
visible in the photo.  
 
#8. We cannot accept photos where we cannot see  face. The user must 
hold their identification open to ensure their photo, full name and date of birth are 
visible.  
 
#9. Please note that we cannot accept edited photos. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: We cross check  submitted information with their uploaded ID. 
This means whatever characters  full name on their ID need to 
be the same characters that the user submits in the form.  
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What fees does Cryptopia charge and how does a user see them? 
Cryptopia charges fees on Trades and Withdrawals on our Exchange. 

Trading Fees 

Cryptopia charges a 0.2% fee for every trade on our Exchange. 
The fee is automatically calculated and displayed in the 'Fee' field after a 
user has entered an 'Amount' and 'Price' (see figure 7).  

 
 
 

 
Figure 7  Trade Table showing 0.2% trade fee 

 
The 'Total' field includes the fee which is shown before a user confirms the 
order (see figure 8). 

 

Figure 8   

PLEASE NOTE: Further information on how to trade on Cryptopia can be found in our 
article 'How do I trade? (for beginners)' 
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Withdrawal Fees 
Each cryptocurrency coin listed on Cryptopia has different fee for 
Withdrawals.  
These fees are static amounts for each transaction, not percentages of the 
value of  withdrawal, e.g. a user will pay the same withdrawal fee 
whether they are withdrawing .01 BTC or 1 BTC in a single transaction. 
Users can view our Withdrawal Fees on the Coininfo page, under 'Settings' for 
each cryptocurrency coin (see figure 9).  

 
Figure 9  Settings Tab for DOT in the Coin Info Page 

Withdrawal fees are based on the individual Blockchain transaction cost for 
that coin. This blockchain transaction cost goes towards paying the miners 
undertaking confirmations and network running costs. 
Cryptopia reviews the 'Withdrawal Fees' on coins periodically, after assessing 
the average cost of a single transaction on the Blockchain and 
considering transaction speed optimisation.   
 

PLEASE NOTE: For detailed information on how to withdraw their coins users can refer 
to our article How do I make a withdrawal?'. For further information on Blockchain 
Confirmations, users can refer to our article What are Blockchain Confirmations? 
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How does a user reset their password? 
There are two options if a user wishes to reset the Password on their account. Below 
is a step by step guide.  
 
For the safety of a  account we confirm that Cryptopia staff can never view a 

should not ask us or tell us what their Password is.  
 
Cryptopia has strict Minimum Password Requirements for the security of user 
accounts and these are case sensitive. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: For  Password to meet Cryptopia Minimum Password 
Requirements it must be a minimum of 8 characters long, and include at least one of 
each of the following:  
 

1 Uppercase letter; 
1 Lowercase letter; 
1 Special character; and  
1 number. 

 
OPTION 1 - CAN'T LOG IN 
 
#1. The user must go to https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/Login/  
 
#2. The user must c Forgot your Password screen.  
 
#3. The user must enter THEIR Email Address and tick the 'I am not a robot' box. 
(Note that the reset function does not check to see if an email belongs to a 
registered user. A user can make a typo or enter the wrong Email Address by 
mistake. If there is a trailing space, or it does not match the format of 

Please enter a valid email address. ) 
 
#4. The user must click 'Send Password Reset' button (see figure 10). 

 

Figure 10  Reset password view 
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#5. The user will be sent an email with a link to reset their Password (see figure 11). 

 

Figure 11  Reset Password email 

 
#6. The user must click on the 'Reset My Password' button in that email. 
 
#7. The user must enter THEIR Email address and THEIR new Password when 
prompted. The user will be asked to confirm that new Password. Please note our 
Minimum Password Requirements detailed above.  
 
#8. The user must press 'Click Here' and they will be redirected to login using their 
new Password. 
  
#9. The  Password is reset! 
 
PLEASE NOTE: The 'Reset My Password' link in the email expires within 15 minutes so 
the user should click on the link in the email as soon as they receive it. 
 
OPTION 2 - ALREADY LOGGED IN 
 
Users can also reset their Password from their Account Security page if they are 
already logged in. Below is a step by step guide.  
 
#1. The user must go to 'Security' page. 
 
#2. Under Account Security, the user must go to Change Password. 
 
#3. The user must enter their current Password. 
 
#4. The user must enter their new Password, noting our Minimum Password 
Requirements detailed above. 
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#5. The user must confirm their new Password.  
 
#6. The user must click on 'Change Password' button. 
 

 Password is now changed!  
 
#8. The user will be logged out, and they will need this Password to log back in. 
 

What is a cryptocurrency wallet? 
A Cryptocurrency Wallet is software or service used for representing cryptocurrency 
transactions and securing ownership of them. 

 
Each Wallet is associated with a Public Key, which is used as an address for 
managing and assigning cryptocurrency transactions sent over a blockchain. This 
Public Key is commonly the address you will specify whenever you send a 
cryptocurrency transaction from one place to another. 

 
Each Wallet also securely stores a Private Key, which is a key that secures ownership 
of the cryptocurrency balance associated with the Public Key address. 

 
There are various types of cryptocurrency wallets which are used and managed in 
different ways. Exchange services like Cryptopia manage and maintain Wallets, and 
provide users with the functionality to send and receive transactions as well as 
securely hold the balances assigned to their accounts.   
 
We manage and maintain a Wallet for each cryptocurrency coin, and using this 
Wallet allow users to generate an address which is associated to each respective 
account on our database.  Users can only generate one address per coin and this 
address will usually never change.   
 

Types of Cryptocurrency Wallets  
 
Each cryptocurrency coin requires its own specific Wallet as each operates on its 
own specific blockchain. To view the software available to set up your own Personal 
Wallet for a specific cryptocurrency coin, head to the Coin Info page and select the 
'Links' heading. The first link will be the website for that coin and there you will find the 
types of wallets that are on offer for different platforms. Outlined below are the 
common types of Wallets. 
 
#1. Hardware Wallets  
 
Hardware Wallets are recommended for your own storage of cryptocurrency coins, 
as this gives you complete control over the wallet and the Public and Private keys 
associated with it. These are hardware dongles specifically designed for secure, 
long-term storage of a cryptocurrency, and are generally one of the most secure 
ways to keep your Cryptocurrency holdings safe. 
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#2. Online web-based Wallets 
 
Online wallets are typically hosted online and accessed from a web browser. These 
are generally simple to access and use but may be limited in functionality.  
 
Due to being hosted and managed by a third party, and always being online, they 
are not necessarily as secure as other wallet types and may be targets for exploiting 
your cryptocurrency coins. 
 
#3. Desktop Wallets 
 
Desktop Wallets are accessed on a desktop/laptop computer and utilise its 
operating system, e.g. desktop computer using a Windows operating system. 
 
They are generally easy to use, but require some setup and maintenance, and can 
be kept online or offline depending on your needs. 
 
Desktop Wallets have the benefit of storing your Private Key on a local 
platform, instead of online as a Web Wallet. The security of your cryptocurrency is 
dependent on the security of the device running them, as well as your general 
online security practices. 
 
#4. Mobile Wallets 
 
Mobile wallets have some similarities to both Desktop and Web/Online wallets. They 
are designed to be run specifically from a mobile device, with easy access and 
convenience in mind. 
PLEASE NOTE: phones and other devices often have their own security flaws, such as 
being easily stolen or accessed by unauthorised parties. 
 
 
#5. Paper Wallets 
 
Paper Wallets are physical printouts containing the Public and Private keys 
associated with your cryptocurrency holdings. They require a little more effort and 
knowledge to manage, but can provide higher levels of security against online 
attacks as the Private Key is not stored or accessible anywhere online. 
 

Is Cryptopia safe? 
Cryptopia actively strives to ensure the security, integrity and privacy of personal 
information submitted to us, including regular review and compliance of our security 
measures in line with current technology. Unfortunately, no data transmission over 
the internet can be guaranteed to be totally secure.  

 
We will take all reasonable steps to protect the personal information users may 
transmit to us or we collect from our online products and services. Once submitted, 
we take all reasonable steps to maintaining its security on our systems. 
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Additionally, our employees and contractors who provide services related to our 
information systems, are also obliged to maintain confidentiality and security of any 
personal information held by us. 

 
We recommend users regularly review our Terms & Conditions and our Privacy 
Policy to ensure that you are familiar with these policies. We reserve the right to 
change these policies from time to time. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: There are additional measures that you can take to ensure your 
personal details and accounts are kept safe such as Two Factor Authentication and 
being aware of the common scam tactics used in the industry, six of which are 
detailed below.  
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Common scam tactics 

#1. Phishing websites 

 
Phishing 
Scammers set up fake websites that resemble reputable business sites in order to get 
you to enter your account or personal information. 
 
The site may look very legitimate (and often look almost identical to official websites) 
but they will always have a slightly different domain name/URL. Before entering any 
of your personal details into the website, ensure you have reviewed the below: 
 
What should I look out for? 
 
Every time you log into your account, we recommend double checking that you are 
visiting the correct URL, which you can find below. 

https://www.cryptopia.co.nz  
 
PLEASE NOTE: Be aware of URLs that end in .com, .ws, .cx 
 

Check that the URL address starts with https:// 
 

Check the Site Certificate to see whether a website is safe to visit (see figure 
12). If you are using Google Chrome, you can check the security status to the 
left of the web address (a green lock is an indicator that the website is 
secure). If you are using a different browser, please look how to view the Site 
Certificate in the settings of your browser. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 12  Secure website icon 

 

When typing Cryptopia into a search engine (i.e. Google) or any link sent to 
you from an external source or website, please double check the URL is 
legitimate (see figure 12). 

 
When clicking on Google Ads, ensure that you check the URL is legitimate as 
phishing sites have been known to place fake advertisements (see figure 13). 
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Figure 13  Google Ads showing phishing websites 

When clicking on any email that looks like it has been legitimately sent from 
Cryptopia, check the sent address. Scammers often send emails with links 
that look real but actually redirect you to a fake site. Further information on 
spoof emails is detailed in point #5 below.  

#2. Fake Applications (Apps) on Google Play and Apple Store 

 
Currently Cryptopia DOES NOT have a mobile app. NEVER DOWNLOAD any app 
from any App store. Any release of a Cryptopia App will be announced from official 
sources such as our News Page and Twitter.  

What should I look out for? 

Never download any Application from either Google Play or Apple that 
claims to be an official Cryptopia Application (app).  
 

WARNING: some apps seem extremely convincing and professional but please do 
not download or input any personal information into any third-party application. 
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#3. Fake support numbers 

What should I look out for? 

 
Some sites have been known to list a 'support' number for Cryptopia. These numbers 
are not legitimate support numbers as WE DO NOT CURRENTLY OFFER SUPPORT VIA 
PHONE. Scammers regularly set up these numbers and when users phone, they are 
hoping to obtain your personal account details to access your account. 

Never phone any number that claims to offer Cryptopia support. 
Never disclose any of your personal information to a support person over the 
phone who claims to be a member of the Cryptopia support team. 

 

#4. Fake phone call from 'Cryptopia' 

Be aware that no Cryptopia support staff will ever contact you via the phone. If you 
receive a call from someone claiming to work for Cryptopia support, we 
recommend you hang up straight away and block the caller from your device.  
 

What should I look out for? 

Never give your personal details to anyone (especially if they have phoned 
you and claim to be from Cryptopia support). 
Cryptopia support will only ever send emails from addresses ending 
with @cryptopia.co.nz (watch out for slight typographical changes like 
cryptopja.co.nz). 
Cryptopia support will never ask for your password or your two-factor 
authentication code. 
Cryptopia will never request that you grant us remote access to your 
computer. 

 

#5. Spoof emails 

Please be aware that we have had reports of fake emails being sent out to users.  
 

What should I look out for? 

Cryptopia will never ask for a payment that does not go through Coin listings. 
Cryptopia will never ask you to send payment to a specific address. 
Cryptopia staff will never ask you for your password or two factor authentication 
details 
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#6. Fake Twitter accounts 

It is always a great idea to keep up to date with Cryptopia via Twitter. However, 
always be sure you are on the official Cryptopia twitter account. Fake accounts will 
duplicate everything they can to seem like the real deal, however always double 
check the Twitter handle is @Cryptopia_NZ. 
 
What should I look out for? 
 

It is a good idea to bookmark our official Twitter page, or access it through 
our website.  
We have only one Twitter account, anything else is a spoof. 
Always check the Twitter handle is @Cryptopia_NZ. 

 

How do I know if I am communicating with a real Cryptopia staff 
member? 

Through support tickets lodged via https://support.cryptopia.co.nz/ 
Through @cryptopia.co.nz email addresses (although beware scammers may 
send spoof emails that look like they come from @cryptopia.co.nz). 
Never via phone. 
We do have official Facebook and Twitter accounts. We do not have a 
Telegram account currently. 

Additional security tips 

We recommend you change your Cryptopia password regularly and use a 
password you do not use anywhere else. See article 'How do I reset my 
password?' 
Activate or upgrade your 2FA to a dynamic code, for example Google 
Authenticator or a Cryptopia Two Factor Authentication Device. See 
article 'What is Two Factor Authentication (2FA) and how do I set it up?'. 
Regularly check to see if your email has been compromised. Go 
to: https://haveibeenpwned.com/or https://hacked-
emails.com/verified_leaks. 
Enable 2FA on your email account. 
Regularly change your email account password. 
Ensure your Cryptopia account password is different from your email account 
password. 
Create a new email address with an email provider that offers 2FA for login, 
which is used ONLY for Cryptopia for maximum security. 

 
BE CAREFUL when clicking on third party links from any (and our) website. We 
provide links to websites outside of our own.  These linked sites are not under our 
control, and we cannot accept responsibility for the conduct of companies linked to 
our website. Before disclosing your personal information on any other website, we 
advise you to examine their terms and conditions, privacy statement and Site 
Certificate.  
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ServiceNow  
Our Customer Relationship and IT Management Tool  

8 standard views 
1. My Cases: These are of all cases that need to be followed up (Open or New 

state); 
2. Awaiting Info cases: These are all cases that are awaiting a response from a user; 
3. Accounts Team Cases; 
4. Compromised Accounts Team Cases; 
5. Email Team Cases; 
6. Trades Team Cases; 
7. Transactions Team Cases; 
8. Triage Cases 

 
You will also need to have the following columns (in order): 

Case no., Short Description, Contact, Channel, State, Assigned to, Assignment 
Group, Problem, Created, Updated, Updated By, Tags, follow up. 

See the confluence page to set up your filters and columns  

 

Figure 14  Column view and filters for case views  
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Rules 
Always sort ticket queues by oldest 'Created' date. 
Assign the ticket to yourself as soon as you open it. 
Always accept assignment of ticket to change state from New to Open.  
Do not bulk assign a queue of tickets to yourself.  
Always check for multiple tickets. 

coin entered. 
If you have a case that is time sensitive and is awaiting info from a user, 
please assign this to someone that is working in the next shift for them to 
ensure someone has eyes on it, and send them a note on Teams. 
Please un-assign all tickets by the end of work week (or if you're not showing 
up the next day), unless you have a ticket that requires extended care by 
yourself. Mark these cases as Complex . 
2FA reset and email change tickets should be marked for 
hours. 
Tickets enquiring about coin listings should be emailed to 
listings@cryptopia.co.nz 
Tickets from coin developers should be emailed to 
coinwallets@cryptopia.co.nz 
Tickets related to marketing should be emailed to 
marketingteam@cryptopia.co.nz 
Please ensure you have filled in 'Categories, 'Subcategories' and 'Transaction 
Details' correctly before assigning to App Support, and changed the title to 

 
Always propose solution unless it's not a real customer interaction/spam, or is 
a duplicate ticket. Duplicates and spam tickets can be closed instead of 
resolved. 
Please resolve all 'Awaiting info' tickets after 48 hours - Please notify the user 
that their tickets will be resolved as we have not heard from them (they have 
2 weeks to reject the resolution and provide us more info). 
Always respond to a ticket before attaching to a problem. 
If an email ticket is sent from an address not registered to Cryptopia, you 

 to assi  replies 
to your emails will attach to the ticket. Do not leave these tickets in awaiting 
info unless you are checking the Support Outlook inbox daily for their reply. 
Reply to email tickets using the email function if the user cannot log in to their 
account. 
Check each ticket for any attachments from the user. 
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Transactions 
Cryptopia users are able to Deposit, Withdraw and Transfer in and/or within 
Cryptopia.  
 

Deposits 
When depositing into Cryptopia, you need to generate an address for the coin you 
would like deposit. This address is a unique set of numbers for funds to be allocated 

 
 
At Cryptopia for each coin you generate an address once, and this then always 

 (see figure 15).  
 

Figure 15   

 

Figure 16   
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CryptoNights 

Cryptonights and other privacy coins require an additional 'Payment ID' 
(CryptoNight coins) or Message (XEM, BIS), in addition to your 'Deposit Address', in 
order to be received and deposited to your Cryptopia account. If an extra field is 
required for a particular coin, it will be shown on your Deposit page for that coin, 
together with your 'Deposit Address'. https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/DepositHistory  
 

 

Figure 17  Examples of CryptoNight coins 

 

We do not accept encrypted payment IDs, as we cannot see which user s account 
to allocate the funds to. 
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Why would a deposit not show in a customer s account? 

Unconfirmed Deposits 
Wallet is in maintenance/delisting 
Wallet may have crashed 
The wallet may have no connections 
Cross-chain deposits 
No Payment/Message ID/Encrypted 
Smart Contracts 
Multisig 
Multi-Output 
Others 

 

Unconfirmed Deposits 

Deposits that do not have the required amount of confirmations on the blockchain 
(set by Cryptopia) remain unconfirmed. They need to reach the required number of 
block confirmations before the transaction is completed, allowing the funds to be 
credited to the user s account. This number can be as low as 2 (Bitcoin) or as high as 
1440 (CoffeeCoin). The number is dependent on the speed and security of the 
network. 
 

Sometimes the deposit remains unconfirmed if we have had technical difficulties 
(i.e. our Deposit tracker stops working), the wallet does not have connections, or the 
wallet is behind in block height (see figure 18).  
 

 

Figure 18  Unconfirmed deposit as shown in user s deposits page in Admintopia 
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Wallet is in maintenance 

When a wallet is in maintenance, no deposits or withdrawals, or creation of new 
addresses can occur (see figure 19). The markets for that coin may also be paused. 
A wallet may be put into maintenance for many reasons. It may be due to technical 
difficulties experienced with the wallet, a scheduled maintenance for an upgrade, 
or a coin developer may request for their coin to be put into maintenance.   

 

Figure 19  Wallet in maintenance status message 

 
 

Wallet has crashed 

wallet may have crashed due to technical difficulties (see figure 20). Customers are 
still able to create addresses (but not have their deposits or withdrawals go through) 
if the status of the wallet does not get put into maintenance.  
 

Figure 20 Wallet showing 0 connections and 0 block height
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Wallet may have no connections 

The lack of connections is due to the lack of nodes required from the community 
(see figure 21). These connections are randomly formed by nodes. Nodes are 
generated by wallets and exists as an IP addresses that power the Peer-to-peer 
network, allowing transactions to be posted to the network. When there are no 
connections, Cryptopia will not be able to verify incoming deposits. The status of a 

  
 

Figure 21  Wallet showing 0 connections. 

  
A coin can lose connections for 2 reasons:   

The Proxtopia for that coin has crashed (most likely when the coin is still 
active)   
The coin has been slowly dying and nodes are getting switched off and 
people have stopped mining. 

Cross-chain Deposits 

When depositin  address needs to be correct. If 
somebody sends their coins to the wrong  address, they lose their coins 99% of 
the time. Sometimes they send their coins to a valid Cryptopia address that they 
own, but they use an address for the incorrect currency. This is a cross-chain deposit. 
These transactions can usually be recovered, however we charge a 10% recovery 
fee as it takes up time and resources.  
 

These often happen when there has been a coin swap and the user has made a 
deposit of the new currency into the old coin address. The transaction goes through 
because technically, the transaction is running off the same network.  
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No/Encrypted Payment/Message ID 

Payment/Message ID is a transaction attachment that consists of 32 bytes (64 
hexadecimal characters) or 8 bytes (in the case of integrated addresses). They are 
required for CryptoNight transactions, and deposits where the currency has a shared 
address. 

The Payment/Message ID is usually used to identify transactions to merchants and 
exchanges: Given the intrinsic privacy features built into Cryptonights, where a single 
public address is usually used for incoming transactions, the Payment/Message ID is 
especially useful to link incoming payments to user accounts. 

From time-to-time users forget to add their Payment/Message ID to their transaction, 
and this requires App Support to recover these coins. As this process can be time 
consuming, with a significant resource cost to Cryptopia, we charge 10% of the 
amount recovered.  

When a Message/Payment ID is encrypted, we cannot read it and we will not know 
who the intended recipient of the funds is. Again, the process for recovering coins 
with an encrypted Message/Payment ID can be time consuming and the resource 
cost to Cryptopia can be significant resource cost to Cryptopia, therefore we 
charge 10% of the amount recovered. 

Note: the amount deposited will be shown in full in the history of the user, and the 
10% charge will show up in transfers. 
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Smart Contracts 

A Smart Contract is a computer protocol intended to digitally facilitate, verify or 
enforce the negotiation or performance of a contract (see figure 22).  
 

Figure 22  How Smart Contracts Works 

 

 

Figure 23  Smart contract on the Ethereum Block Explorer 
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This is often confused with a Token transfer (which does not pose a problem to us). 
The token itself is a Smart Contract but the transaction is not (see figure 24). The key 
identifier is the token name below the address:  

Figure 24  Token transfer via a Smart Contract 

 

Multisig  

Multisig transactions require multiple private keys (signatures) to sign a single 
transaction (see figure 25). Multi-signature addresses require another user or users 
sign a transaction before it can be broadcast onto the block chain. For example: 
when Alice wants to pay Bob, she sends a transaction to a multi-signature address, 
which requires at least two signatures from the group "Alice, Bob and Trent" to 
redeem the money. If Alice and Bob disagree on who should get the money (Alice 
wants a refund, whilst Bob believes he fulfilled his obligations and demands the 
payment), they can appeal to Trent. Trent grants his signature to Alice or Bob, so one 
of them can redeem the funds. 
 

Figure 25  A multisig transaction on the NEM block explorer 
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Multi-output 

A multiple output transaction is exactly what is sounds like - several outputs take 
place within the same transaction (see figure 26). Our system does not support more 
than one deposit from a single transaction ID (hash), which is why a multiple output 
transaction is likely to fail. 
 
If there are multiple deposits attached to one hash, our system can only recognize 
the first deposit. This is common when sending directly from a pool or third party. This 
is often done to avoid having to pay fees across multiple transactions.  
 

Figure 26  Multi-output transaction  
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Others 

Invalid Deposits 

At the time of writing, invalid deposits only occur in XEM deposits, due to a 
monitoring service checking all transactions after 534 million USD worth of XEM were 

exchanges. 
 
The XEM stolen funds monitor is now disabled  
speed of payments to make checking viable. 
 

 
 

ERC20 Tokens 

ERC stands for Ethereum Request for Comments. This is an official protocol for 

number. 

ERC20 defines a set of rules which need to be met in order for a token to be 
accepted and called an 'ERC20 Token'. The standard rules apply to all ERC20 Tokens 
since these rules are required to interact with each other on the Ethereum network. 
These tokens are blockchain assets that can have value and can be sent and 
received, like Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, or any other cryptocurrency.  

The difference between these tokens and a standalone currency like Litecoin is that 
ERC20 tokens piggyback on the Ethereum network, hosted by Ethereum addresses 
and sent using Ethereum transactions. 

Users often think that Cryptopia accepts all ERC20 tokens but this is not true. We only 
accept ERC20 tokens that have been listed. In many cases we can recover tokens 
that have been mistakenly sent to our ERC20 based wallet as a result of user error. As 
this process can be time consuming with a significant resource cost to Cryptopia, we 
charge a flat fee of 0.3 ETH which must be paid in advance. 
 

Valid Transaction IDs  

Users must provide us with a valid transaction ID for us to investigate any missing 
deposits. If we do not have a valid transaction ID or if is not showing on the block 
explorer, the sending wallet/exchange may not have successfully broadcast the 
transaction id on the network. Customers will have to update their sending wallet or 
contact the other exchange for more information.  
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Orphaned Deposit 

When a new block is found, and it contains a deposit, X, we write it into our 
database as Unconfirmed. As new blocks are found that build on top of this block, 
the number of confirmations rises.  

However, the chain can go in multiple directions at any one time: maybe the 
network becomes split apart and each half doesn't know what the other is working 
on. Let's say our new deposit was in chain A and it became 3 blocks longer. The 
other half of the network was faster at finding blocks, so a different set of 
transactions are confirmed and that head of the chain (B) has 5 blocks on top of the 
common ancestor block. When the network joins together again, consensus is 
sought so there is only one chain; usually longest wins, so every transaction in Chain 
A (including the deposit we saw) is erased from public memory; all transactions in 
chain A never happened (hence they're "returned" to their wallets- they never left) 

This chain splitting process is the reason why some coins required 200+ confirmations: 
for some less established networks, they split often and are subject to a lot of 
rewinds, so we insist that at least 200 blocks have built on top of the block containing 
the deposit. This is to be sure that it's not going to get spontaneously unwound at 
some point. It's important to appreciate that we operate more like a bank; we don't 
use the public ledger (block explorer) to track which of our users have coins in their 
accounts - we just see a deposit of 1 BTC by user x to their address here, we give 
them a record in our database saying "this user has 1 BTC available" and we let them 
swap and trade it around (which is purely incrementing and decrementing numbers 
in our records, no blockchain transactions) and if the user asks for a 1 BTC withdraw, 
it's some other random BTC we give them back - just like if you deposited $1000 in 
the bank then a week later took $20 out of the ATM - the note you are given is 
probably not one you deposited  
 
[This causes users some confusion too: they deposit their 1 BTC and they can see that 
it has reached "their address" on the blockchain, but a couple of days later we 
sweep all the transactions into one of our exchange wallets (for 
operational/performance/security reasons). They may accuse us of stealing their 
money. In reality, they transferred the BTC to us and we made a promise (inputted a 
balance of 1 BTC on their Cryptopia account) that upon demand they could have 1 
BTC back (it'll come from a different place, and isn't anything to do with the one 
they deposited) The sweeping process collects tiny fractions of bitcoin dust and 
consolidates them back into large amounts. It costs more to pay someone in 
fractions than whole amounts because lots of tiny fragments increase the 
transaction size. In a real-world analogy, it would cost more to pay for a car using 20 
cent coins than if you wrote a cheque for the exact amount because you'd need 
25,000 coins to buy a $5,000 car - it's going to take all day to count the change. 
Handing over a cheque for five grand takes seconds. If you charge for your time 
(like bitcoin miners do, effectively) then you would have to pay an extra 100 dollars 
in counting fees. We periodically take all the small bits, add them up, and transfer it 
to ourselves to consolidate the amounts to a single lump sum.] 
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It's easier for us to just insist on a number of confirmations that we're confident won't 
ever get unwound, than it is to constantly monitor the block explorer for orphaned 
transactions. We'd end up seriously out of pocket if we promised someone we'd pay 
them a BTC on demand as a result of initially seeing deposit X, without waiting to 
check if it is not valid. We would essentially have a greater BTC liability than we 
would have BTC to meet it.  
 
User s wallet is not fully synced to the network  
 

 wallet is not fully synced to the network then the transaction will not be 
broadcast to the block explorer. The user may also need to update to the latest 
wallet version. We need the user to provide a valid txid that is on the block explorer 
to credit their coins to them. 

 

Different coin, same ticker  
 
Some coins use the same ticker which confuses users. For example, we list BatCoin 
(BAT), but other exchanges list BasicAttentionToken (BAT). If they use compatible 
blockchains users will so
shares the same ticker -  this is a cross chain deposit which we can recover for the 
user at a fee of 10%.  
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Figure 27  Diagnosis of a deposit ticket (with the main reasons taken into consideration) 
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Withdrawals 
Cryptopia users are able to withdraw funds stored in the exchange to an external 
wallet/exchange. 
 
Status of Withdrawals: 1. Unconfirmed, 2. Pending, 3. Processing, 4. Complete 

 
Pending - not yet picked up by the processors.  Processing, picked up by the 
processors, and not complete. 

 

Figure 28  Selecting a currency for withdrawal 

Figure 29  Cryptonights require payment IDs when depositing into an exchange 

Why would a wit  external wallet/account? 

Withdrawal is unconfirmed 
Wallet is in maintenance/has 0 connections 
Withdrawal is stuck in processing 
Withdrawal has not been published to the network 
Others 
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Withdrawal is unconfirmed 

User has not confirmed the transaction via their email and still needs to click 
 

 
Figure 30   

 

Email links can expire, and they might need to resend the email, which they can do 
via their Withdraw History (see figure 31). Users can also cancel their transaction 
through the same place. https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/WithdrawHistory  

 

Figure 31  Resend withdrawal email  
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Wallet is in maintenance/has 0 connections 

Similar to deposits, withdrawals do not get processed if a wallet goes into 
maintenance or has 0 connections (see figure 32).  

 

Figure 32  Wallet in maintenance 

Withdrawal is stuck in processing 

If everything goes to plan, a withdrawal should go from pending to complete in just 
a few minutes.  If it does not get completed, the withdrawal does not get published 
to the network and will not be assigned a TxID. These transactions will need to be 
passed over to App Support to be manually processed. 

 

Figure 33   

Withdrawal has not been published to the network 

If the withdrawal has not been published to the network, it will not show up on the 
external wallet/exchange. These transactions will need to be passed over to App 
Support to be manually processed. 

Others 

Orphaned transactions 

See explanation for rphaned  

External Wallet/Exchange issues 

Like the issues we may experience when a deposit comes into Cryptopia, other 
exchanges may also not immediately process deposits. Once the transaction has 
been published to the network and is visible on the block explorer, there is not much 
we can do, and the user will need to contact the receiving exchange for assistance. 
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Figure 34 - Diagnosis of a withdrawal ticket (with the main reasons taken into consideration) 

  

Inform Shift 
Leader
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Transfers 
Transfers are transactions between two Cryptopia users where the funds do not 
leave our site and the transactions details are not published to the block chain (see 
figure 35). 

There are no transaction fees associated with transfers  users will often not realise 
that this function exists and use the withdrawal system, which leads to withdrawal 
issues. For example, if a privacy coin is withdrawn from one Cryptopia user to 
another, the sending and receiving address will be the same. This confuses our 
deposit tracker, and it will often miss this.  

 

Figure 35  Transfer function between Cryptopia users 

 

Figure 36  Transfer function after selecting currency 

The Transfer History (see figure 37) lets you see all the transfers associated with your 
account (both sent and received) - https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/TransferHistory  

 

Figure 37  User s Transfer History 
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Trades  
 
On the exchange users can trade or exchange one coin for another by creating a 
buy or sell order.  
Trading happens through the web interface (Cryptopia.co.nz - for humans), and API 
(for bots), and each day a large volume of cryptocurrencies are exchanged via our 
platform. 

Helping our users learn how to trade and making sure they are able to trade is 
important because it is our primary source of income. 

API 
Application Programming Interface 

English: It is robot language for professional trading bots. 
 

Types of API 
Public: enables users to get public information 

CoinInfo (names of coins, maintenance, etc.) 

Current market rates & order books, history 

 

Set buy/sell orders 

Withdraw/transfer 
 
It is worth noting that API trades account for 90% of orders on our site, and the 

 Extra 
consideration should be given to API tickets for this reason.  

Refer to hand out for commonly asked questions and answers.  
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Application Support 

 

Figure  - App support  
 
 

App Support (AS) is about fixing mistakes. Not only are we dealing with users  money, 
we are also dealing with their confidence and sense of security in Cryptopia.  
 
AS has zero tolerance for errors. AS must always recheck any information provided 
by the CS team. If AS notice any frequent errors they need to be  reported to CS 
Shift leaders. AS will remedy any errors before processing a ticket.  

 
Remote Database Access 
Our data base access is remote, access will be provided infrastructure and is secure. 
Security and focus are key when accessing the DB.  

Remember to sign out when done! 

Stored procedures 

These are like the action templates for AS. They are written in Structured Query 
Language (SQL) and are used to solve problems. 
The Database is made up of tables where all our users  information is stored,  

The Stored Procedures were written with SQL and stored in the database.  

These Stored Procedures are the 'templates' used by AS to solve problems. 

Actioning SPs means you are changing parts of the database. 

Every Actioned SP is recorded  so nothing goes unnoticed. 
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Figure  example of a stored procedure  

 
 
Types of withdrawals App support process: 

 
Stuck in Processing  
AS_CancelIncompleteWithdraw 
 
What to check before running SP:  

 
Wallet Status (not in Maintenance & is connected) 

TX is not at the Withdrawal address on the block chain. 

[Check for Withdraw issues in Admintopia and JIRA if necessary] 

Check Query to see if the deposit has attempted to leave the wallet or not:  [ 0= 
never ft wallet] 

Processing time is >48 hours  
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Processing - Already Broadcasted 
AS_CompleteProcessingWithdraw 

What to check before running SP:  
The TXID is not already in the user s withdrawals. 

The Coin/token, and time stamp is consistent with the Withdrawal 

After running the Stored procedure:  
Reply to user with the generated response  
 

 

Needs Reprocessing 
AS_UpdateWithdrawalStatus 
 
What to check before running SP:  
 
TXID is not at the Withdrawal address on the block chain. 
Check that the funds have not left the wallet: 
(WithdrawalAuditQuery) 

Types of deposits App support process:  

Cross Chain Deposit 
AS_CrossChainRecovery 
 
What to check before running SP:  
 
Information provided is correct with the address the deposit went to.  

Not showing in their balances. 
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Multi Sig/Smart Contracts 
AS_InsertDeposit 
 
What to check before running SP:  
 
Check amount and address is correct on the block explorer (see internal 
Transactions). 

Use dbo.AS_InsertDeposit Stored Procedure to credit the user their funds.  
Tell a peer you are inserting a deposit  

Missing Deposits  
Rescan Wallet from X block  

Steps to take:  
 
Find the block number or hash for the block you want to scan back to (on the 
explorer). 

Reset last Block hash to this hash in the SP 

Show notes that say what you have done (in case something weird happens).  

Keep an eye on the wallet after scanning! 

 

Multi-output Deposit 
AS_UpdateDepositAmount 
 
Steps to take: 
 
Find the transaction on the block explorer:  

Search by address inputs: 

Use the AS_UpdateDepositAmount Stored procedure.  
If it is USDT  -  

Missing payment ID/message  
AS_InsertDepositNoPaymentIdProvided 
 
Coins that need a payment ID (ETN/SUMO etc): 
We recover these coins by allocating them to users  accounts, for a 10% fee.  
 
Steps to take: 
To check whether the deposit has reached our wallet we need to access the wallet 
and query it to see if the coins have successfully reached us.  

If you are given wallet access you will be shown how to do this.  

The risk is that you might accidentally crash the wallet.  
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Coins that need a Message payment ID (XEM/LYL):  
We recover these coins by allocating them to users  accounts, for a 10% fee.  
Sometimes we need to ask the user to L2 Verify themselves before inserting the 
deposit i.e. EOS missing deposits. 
 
Steps to take: 
Check the user  account was made after the missing deposit is claimed.  

Check the TXID in Admintopia deposit history (across all users) to make sure it has not 
already been deposited to someone else. 
 

Deposit recovery  
 
We can recover ETH tokens that we don't have listed by logging on to the ETH wallet. 

We charge 0.3 ETH to recover these tokens. 

Account audits  

We use the Print Audit mostly for tickets where users complain that their balance is 
incorrect. 

It shows where all the funds of a particular coin type are in their account.  

 

Jira  
 
Jira is where wallet issues are managed.  
Any wallet issues found by a CS agent needs to be escalated to a Shift leader to 
investigate and potentially create a Jira ticket. 

You can search using the to find out what is happening with any coin ie. 
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Forks, airdrops, and swaps 
What are forks? 

blocks are mined they point to a parent block (see figure 
38).  

blocks leading to the Genesis block. 

Sometimes, multiple miners will mine blocks at the same 
time, pointing to the same parent block, resulting in a block 
with multiple children blocks, or a fork (see figure 39). This is 
100% normal and expected in the operation of a 
blockchain. The network typically chooses one side of the 

  

 

Figure 39  Mining blocks at the same time results with multiple children blocks or a fork 

  

Figure 38  Blocks on the 
blockchain pointing towards the 
parent block/previous block 
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What is consensus? 

Consensus is a strict set of rules that all nodes on the network follow to determine if a 
new block is valid. 

For example: 

A block must point to a previous valid block (valid due to these rules) 
A block must only contain valid transactions.  

o Transactions must spend coins which previously existed 
o Coins must only be spent once. 
o Transactions must be cryptographically signed by the correct address of 

the coins. 
A block is allowed to contain one transaction that creates coins out of thin air 
(the so-called miner reward). 

o This transaction must have a correct miner reward value for that block 
height 

o It may be sent to any address. 
The block (and all the transactions in it) must be less than 1MB (however this 
varies across coins and some coins can even vary the block size dramatically). 
 

Nodes check each block (and the transactions inside) as they receive them against 
pass as invalid.  

Deliberate forks 

Sometimes developers need to change these consensus rules in order to implement 
new features. 

These updated consensus rules are supplied in software updates, and are normally 
implemented so they only apply after a certain block height or date. 

There are two types of forks: Soft and Hard forks 

What are soft and hard forks? 

The difference between a soft and hard fork lies with how they change consensus. 
Soft forks restrict the current set of rules. New created blocks will abide by more limits. 

A soft fork is backwards-compatible, and the miners are the players that decide 
whether it is used. The users and merchants can keep using the old rules (old 
software), but it is recommended that they do the upgrade.  

To borrow from a video from Andreas M. Antonopoulos, a soft fork is like a 
vegetarian restaurant deciding to go vegan. All the customers (vegetarians) can 
eat the new (vegan) meals without problem. 
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A hard fork occurs when a new feature or set of new features are developed and 
they drastically modify block acceptance rules. After being pushed to a 
cryptocurrency project, everybody (miners, users, merchants, etc.) has to upgrade.  

 

Consensus rules are relaxed or outright changed in such a way that old software 
sees the newly mined blocks as invalid (see 
figure 40).  

Hard forks are not backwards-compatible. 
People using the old rules/nodes will end up on 
a different fork of the blockchain that does not 
include any correct blocks.  

To borrow from the same video as before, a 
hard fork is like a vegetarian restaurant 
deciding to now include meat with their meals. 
All the customers (vegetarians) cannot eat the 
new meals unless they decide to change to 
meat-eaters. 

Some communities go out of their way to only 
utilise soft forks as a way to preserve backward 
compatibility.  

Many communities, like Ethereum and Monero 
not only embrace hard forks, but schedule 
them on a regular basis as the primary method 
of updating.   

90% of coins usually go through a hard fork or 
use hard forks to update consensus. 

95% of the time, the original fork of the chain 
dies off and is forgotten and coins on that fork 
become worthless. 

 

  

Figure 40  Forking and the supported blockchain 
versus unsupported  
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What happens when both sides of the fork survive? 

While hard forks and soft forks are common, as coins go through their normal update 
procedures, normally only one side of the fork is supported and active.  

However, sometimes competing communities make an effort to keep both sides of 
the fork alive. For example, Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash; Ethereum and Ethereum 
Classic; Monero, Monero Classic and Monero V.  

In this case, anyone that has held the original currency (in their personal wallet) at 
the time of fork will have both currencies after the fork.  

Going back to our diagram, both sides of the fork survive, both blockchains share a 
common history,  (see figure 41). 

 

 

Figure 41  When both sides of the fork survive, e.g. BTC and BCH
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What are airdrops? 
Airdrops occur when cryptocurrency users are given free coins/tokens automatically 
due to their holdings of other currencies (or in return for performing certain actions). 

They are largely used to promote and incentivize use of a cryptocurrency, which is 
especially valuable in the early stages after a launch. 

In their most basic forms, airdrops achieve the same effect as forks where both sides 
of the chain are supported, anyone who held the original currency at the time of 
the airdrop will have both the airdropped and original currencies.  

However, airdrops use a completely different mechanism where they snapshot the 
balances of every single address on the original blockchain, and send the 
appropriate amount of the airdropped currency to each address on the new 
blockchain (see figure 42). 

The original and new blockchains are 100% different, except for the copying of 
balances. 

Figure 42  A snapshot is taken when an airdrop occurs 
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What are coin swaps? 
A coin swap is used by developers of a cryptocurrency project when they want to 
move users from one blockchain to another. 

Coin swaps are usually done when the developers behind a project want to port 
their token to a newer version of the same blockchain. There may be problems with 
the initial blockchain, or the developers simply want to make a significant change to 
the software and protocols behind the project. 

A swap is opt-in by the user. Typically, the user will initiate the swap by sending their 
old coins to an address, which are then burned (destroyed forever) in exchange for 
coins from the new blockchain - at a consistent, predetermined rate. 

Swapping is a permanent process. Once a coin is swapped 
redeemed back on the original blockchain. 

Coin swaps are essentially the same thing as airdrops, except the old blockchain is 

 (see figure 43).  

Figure 43  Coin swaps are similar to airdrop. However the old blockchain is no longer supported. 
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Unfortunately, coin s
the full transaction history of all deposits to be untouched during upgrades. 

We recommend currencies avoid unnecessary coin swaps, and modify the 
consensus rules of the new codebase until it accepts the old blockchain. Then we 
can apply this as a simple update for free. 

2 coin swaps that Cryptopia has done in the past: 

- Old DOT > New DOT 
- In September 2017, DOT (originally a mineable cryptocurrency) was affected by a 

51% attack. We managed to identify and respond to the attack quickly, covering the 
lost DOT from our own reserves - however after this incident, questioned whether it still 
made sense for DOT to run on its own network. 

- As the use case of DOT was not based around mining or proof of work - and we 
- we decided to 

perform a swap of the DOT blockchain to a Ubiq asset. 
- We credited every holder of old DOT on Cryptopia, with new DOT - in a 1:1 ratio. Then 

we offered a 30 day window for people to swap their remaining old DOT held in 
external wallets. The coins were burned instantly after being swapped. 

 

- PAC Coin > $PAC 
- The development team behind PAC decided that they wanted to reduce the total 

supply of PAC, in order to reduce the amount of data in the PAC blockchain 
(allowing faster wallet sync times and making PAC more attractive to exchange 
listings) 

- In order to execute this swap, the PAC foundation asked Cryptopia to help initiate it 
for our users (as well as creating their own coin swap procedure for PAC holders). 

-
assisting in shrinking the total supply from 100 trillion to 100 billion. Although this 
happened in early 2018, there will always be users who think they have lost their PAC. 

 

Cryptopia does not typically support forks, airdrops, or coin swaps (unless stated 
otherwise) due to the inherent risks. We recommend that users withdraw their coins 
from the exchange if they wish to participate in these types of coin events. 
 

Conclusion 
Soft fork: a restriction of the block acceptance rules  backwards compatible - 
everyone using the current coin version are advised to upgrade as soon as possible.  

Hard fork: a modification of the block acceptance rules - not backwards 
compatible - everyone using the current coin version has to upgrade before and 
after the fork.  

Airdrop: when cryptocurrency users are given free coins/tokens automatically due 
to their holdings of other currencies (or in return for performing certain actions). 

Coin swap: A coin swap is an airdrop in exchange for some proof of coins on the 
other chain (usually a proof of burn). Usually initiated by developers of a 
cryptocurrency. 
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Confluence  
 
This is where we keep all our templated responses for answering tickets. 
 

 
Figure 44 - Confluence 

Using confluence templates  
 
Templates can be simply copy and pasted into tickets, however we do need to 
greet the user and sign off. You may also need to fill in information which is 
formatted in _BOLD_.  
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Confluence  Triage  
 
When escalating a ticket, we can use the templated responses under Triage.  
We must change the ticket short description and include the required admin notes.  

 
Figure 45  Triage templates  
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Ticketiquette 

 
We must respond to our users in a way which is formal and inviting. We can do this in 
the way we format responses, ensuring we are answering the user s question, by 
reading back over our responses and making sure our responses are consistent.  

 
Basic rules of a response 
 
Start positive  the opening paragraph should engage the user. The opening 
sentence should show the user you understand their situation. 
 
Middle  Be as informative as possible, and if needed, ask for more information. If 
you need to give a rejection, make sure you include a reason.  

While we do use templates, we should not just copy and paste. Before sending a 
reply, you need to read over your answer and check that it is relevant to the user. In 
a ticket with multiple issues, you can combine templates to fully address the 
situation. In other cases, it is helpful to use short answers to get a point across. 

End on a positive note where possible - Asking users a question can make their 
experience more positive. 
 
- Is there anything else we can help you with?  

- Do you have any further questions in regards to this issue? 

 
You can also offer   they will remember you 
going the extra mile for them.  
 
Link users to the Help Centre (see figure 46) as required. This is useful in final responses 
as it gives users another point of reference and is a place they can find answers to 
many commonly asked questions. 

 

Figure 46  Help center 
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Include phrases such  these are 
comforting to users.  

Tone 
You can understand how a user is feeling by interpreting the tone of a ticket. This will 
help you decide how to approach the user. 

Always use formal greetings 
 
Example: 

Hi _username_,  

 

Thank you for contacting Cryptopia Support.  

 

_Body text_  

 

Kind regards, 

_your_name_ 
 
There are formal and casual ways to reply based on the context of the ticket. We 

 when they are frustrated, 
especially if you see they have already received a templated response for this issue. 

 will make the user feel like they are talking specifically 
to someone.  

We should also always address the user with the name they have provided or their 
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Fill in the blanks:  
 
Check all copy and pasted responses for _blanks_.  
Most blanks are shown in this format _word_blank_, these must be filled in before 
sending any response. Double check all tickets and emails. (see figure 47) 
 

 
 

Figure 47  Blanks in templates  

 

Response check list:  

 
How would I feel if I got this response? 
Is this a solution or a band aid?  
Has the user accepted the solution?  
 

Resolving complex cases:  
Read through the ticket  decide if the issue is sensitive or touchy  if so you may 
need to make some major changes to templates  give a calm, clear and confident 
response  converse and raise to shift leaders for advice. 

 

Multifactor Authentication 
 

2FA strength level 
 
Weak  These are static, so never change. They are vulnerable in the event of 
phishing or doxing. 
Meh - Only effective if the email is set up with a strong 2FA. If their email is ever 
compromised then so is their Cryptopia account. 
Strong - You need to physically have the device to access the code.  
(see figure 48) 
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Figure 48  2FA strength level  

Types of 2FA 
Email Code: the initial default 2FA setting for users emailed a 
code from noreply@cryptopia.co.nz which lasts for 15 minutes, so this is a form of 
One Time Password. It is more secure if the email address has 2FA set for login as 
well. 
 
Cryptopia Dongle: must be activated by us. After purchasing the device from users 
need to contact verifications@cryptopia.co.nz for their device to be activated  

 
 

       
  

 

 

 

Figure 49  Cryptopia dongle  

Google Authenticator/Authy: A third party authentication app which can be set up 
by the user. (see figure 50)   

 

Figure 50  Google Authenticator  
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Changing 2FA settings 
 
Users can change their account 2FA settings. To change these settings all of their 
current 2FA needs to removed; this can be done by going to the security page 
https://www.cryptopia.co.nz/Security 

Once the 2FA is removed a new 2FA can be set up. 

Users will need to use their current 2FA to change any 2FA settings.  
 

 
Figure 51  Security page  
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Compromised Accounts 

Overview 
 
Customers will create tickets in ServiceNow that are usually under the CSM  Triage 
or CSM  Compromised Accounts category. Customer Service initially determines 
whether they have been compromised or if it is another issue, such as not being able 

page. Users have created tickets about their compromised accounts with the 
following Short Descriptions: 

 

Figure 52  compromised tickets 
 

Ensure that you have thoroughly read the description, previous Activities, and 
checked for attachments to the ticket. The user may have updated their ticket with 
more information.  

 

Figure 53  Compromised account ticket  
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Potential compromised account scan 
 
Check IP addresses under the Security tab to 
check for any abnormal logins. IPs can vary 
greatly if a user accesses their account from 
multiple locations, but most users will only login 
from one or two IPs.  (See figure 54)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        Figure 54 -Compromised account 

 

 

 
Check withdrawals under the withdrawals page for any activity around the time of 
logins (see figure 55) 

Figure 55  withdrawals page 
 

Check trade history under the Trade History page for any trading activity around the 
time of the withdrawal, there will often be multiple trades to one coin type in a short 
time.  
 
Check Transfers under the Transfers tab for any transfers made around the time of 
any suspicious activity within the account. 
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Figure 56  Trade history and Transfers  

Naughty Man Transfers 
may be able to 

escalate the ticket to Application Support for recovery. Look at the Naughty 
 to your Team Leader for 

further investigation. If there are no funds then fill out the transfer template. 
 

Investigating cases within CSM 
 
Assigning cases  
 
When you assign yourself a case you should review all information in regards to the 
potential compromised accounts to confirm the account is indeed compromised.  
 

Using Notepad  
 
Notepad ++ is used to record all the data in regards to the compromised account 
(see figure 57)  
 

 

Figure 57  Compromised accounts Note pad file  

Promapp link? 
https://go.promapp.com/cryp
topia/Process/Minimode/Perm
alink/BggUCe2rNYfHWzJRhugk
Da 

Ask Josh 
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https://cryptopia.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SUP/pages/388857871/Compromised+Accounts+DB 

We populate this template with the following information. 

 

Withdrawals 

- Username: Username associated with account 
- Country of User: 

enter their IP into https://www.iplocation.net to find the location.  
- Pwned:  Check their email on www.haveibeenpwned.com. If it comes back 

positive paste their email in this field, if  
- Accessed IP: Under the Security tab, enter the IP address that appears to 

correspond with the fraudulent activity. 
- Accessed Date: Enter the Timestamp of the fraudulent IP address. 
- Country:  Search for the fraudulent IP on https://www.iplocation.net/, then 

enter the country into this field. 
- Traded: Under the Trade History tab enter the timestamp of the last trade 

conducted if it corresponds with the fraudulent activity.  If no trades exist 
 

- Withdrawn: From the Withdrawals tab, enter the timestamp for the fraudulent 
transaction. 

- Blockchain: From the Withdrawals tab, copy the TxID of the fraudulent 
transaction, go to the respective block explorer, search the TxID and copy 
the URL into this field. 

- Address:  Under the Withdrawal tab, enter the address for the fraudulent 
transaction. 

- Cryptopia Held Address: On the Currency page - 
https://www.admintopia.co.nz/Currency  - enter the withdrawn coins ticker 
e.g. BTC, select it in the results and search for your address. If a result is found 
immediately lock the account, and add them to the Naughty People list. 

- Disabled email: In the user ecurity, User Security 
Settings, 
true.  If true t  

- API: Under the Security tab, check IsApiEnabled is not set to true, if true enter 

times where trades were conducted consecutively via the API not UI.  E.g. if 
there 3+  trades labelled API around the same time with NO other trades 
within a 5 minute period. I , but if there is no 
such activity . 
 
Potential outcomes  
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Transfers 
https://go.promapp.com/cryptopia/Process/Minimode/Permalink/FVfaKh40l0
CQbFP2JOu69L 

- Username  Pwned  Accessed IP  Accessed Date  Country  Traded  
Disabled email  API are the same as above. 

- Transferred To: Under the Transfers tab, enter the Naughty Pe  username. 
- Transferred Time: Under the Transfers tab, enter the timestamp associated with 

the fraudulent transfer. 
- Blockchain: In the Naughty Person s account, try to match a withdrawal TxID 

to a time after the fraudulent Transfer was made, as with withdrawals check 
this on the block explorer and copy the URL. 
 
Note: There will be situations where there will be multiple 
logins/withdrawals/trade times. Adjust this template to suit your own needs, 
such as adding all the times the identified IP/trades/withdrawals were made 
at your own discretion as this is more of a reference than a proper database 
and mainly just useful for filling out the template. 

Tags 
In Service Now we have 4 general tagging stages for compromised accounts. 
 

1. COMP  First Response 
This tag is applied to cases that are New/Open that have been given the 
templated response in Confluence under Support 
Templates/Accounts/Compromised Account 

2. COMP  Investigated 
This tag is applied to cases that have had the account investigation done  
 

3. COMP  Response to Investigation 
This tag is applied to cases that have re-opened/replied to their case with a 
response to the prior investigation that was sent.   

 
4. COMP  Locked Account 

This is used for any account inquiries regarding a Locked Account that 
appear to be related to a user becoming Compromised. 

 
Standardised Tags 
COMP-First Response | COMP-Investigated | COMP-Response to Investigation | 
COMP  NM Recovery 
 
Other useful Tags 
COMP-Awaiting info | COMP-Completed | COMP-Locked account | COMP-Post 
Enquiry | COMP-Replied to | COMP-Tricky | COMP-Unable to help| COMP-Multiple 
Cases 
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Responding to the case 

Work notes  
In your case under Notes, copy and paste the notepad data into Work Notes. (See 
figure 59) 
 

 

Figure 58  Note pad file  

 

Figure 59  Service now work notes  

respective template (withdrawal/transfer) from your word document.  Each field 
marked with an XX in front is a variable field which you copy and paste the data 
from your work note into. 
 
Within the word document there is also comments associated with certain variables 
such as: 
-Withdrawal Confirmation Disabled 
-Pwned? 
-API Enabled? 
-Logins Same IP 
 
 

Notes:  
There are also other various small adjustments like multiple withdrawals/IPs/API 
enable/Logins same IP.  However, feel free to adjust each one of to suit the case.  
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We just need to give sufficient proof and try to cover all bases of how their account 
may have become compromised. 

 

Closing the case 
 

Investigation Sent, head to 
Closure Information and mark the code as Completed and Close notes to 
Investigation Sent.  If this was a complex case or you believe it requires a few extra 
details feel free to add these in at your own discretion. After this head to the top of 
the page and click Propose Solution.  
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AML/CFT Act 
Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009  

What is ML/TF? 

Money laundering (ML) is any attempt to disguise the source of money or assets 
derived from criminal activity. 

Terrorist financing (TF) is activities that provides financing or financial support to 
individual terrorists or terrorist groups. 

Businesses in New Zealand struggle to believe that their products 
and services are being used by their customers for ML or TF activity. 

The truth is that over $1.5 billion dollars are estimated to be 
laundered through New Zealand financial service providers and 

other businesses each year. It is very unlikely that your business has 
not been touched. 

The New Zealand government warns that it may only be a matter of 
time before New Zealand is exposed to terrorist activity.  

ML/TF usually has three distinct phases 
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What  requirements? 
There are three government agencies that supervise the regime in New Zealand: 

Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) 

Financial Markets Authority (FMA) 

Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) 

Cryptopia will probably be supervised by the DIA, but the regulators are still getting 
to grips with crypto exchanges. 
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Three Key Concepts 

 

sees something suspicious. 

Different parts of the business look for different threats. 

Each will be trained in know your c
suspicious activity r  
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KYC is important 
The first chance Cryptopia has to protect itself against ML/TF activity is when a new 
customer establishes a contract  

 

expected transaction needs; 

For those who are high risk, verify the source of wealth of a customer, and the source 
of any funds of an unusual or suspicious transaction. 

Once we do KYC, know our customer, and can predict how they will transact with 
us, spotting signs of ML/TF activity gets easier. 

Once we can spot potential signs of ML/TF activity, we can file SARs to the NZ Police 
and remain AML/CFT compliant. 

 

 
Talk to Tim Brocket, your AML/CFT Compliance Officer.  He has all you need to know 
about AML/CFT at Cryptopia right now.  

Dig into the world of AML/CFT in New Zealand at www.fiducia.co.nz.  
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Dealing with Account Changes 
Moral Compass 
These protocols are for security purposes and to ensure we have consistency in our 
response. What actions we can take depend on whether the user logs in and makes 
a ticket, or sends us an email (see figure 60).  

2FA Reset Correct Info? 
Perform 

Reset 
actions  

Request more info? 

Ticket n/a Yes   
No info needed for 
tickets, 24 hr delay 

before reset 

 

Ticket (New/Blank Account) n/a Yes    
         
Ticket from different account Yes  No    
Ticket from different account No  No   No  
      
Emailed from registered address Yes Yes     
Emailed from registered address No No   Yes  
Emailed from registered address 
(new/blank account) n/a Yes     
Emailed from registered address 
(new account Auth App) 
 

Must say 
account is 

empty 
Yes 

    

      
Emailed from unregistered address Yes No    
Emailed from unregistered address No No  No  
      

      

Email 
Correct 

Info? 

Perform 
Reset 

actions 
Request more info? 

From ticket  n/a Yes    
From ticket - diff account Yes No    
From ticket - diff account No No    

      
Emailed from registered address Yes Open Ticket    
Emailed from registered address No No  Open Ticket  
Emailed from unregistered address Yes No    
Emailed from unregistered address No No  No*  

Figure 60  n s. 
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Checklist for 2FA Resets via email 
What verification level is the user?  
     Level 2 or 3 can provide their  
 
Is their account activated?  
      They will not receive our emails if not activated. 
 
Is their account locked?  
      Check to see if they are a Naughty Person.  
   
What form of 2FA is on their login?  
     User may not have any 2FA on login. Tsk tsk. 
 
Did they recently upgrade their 2FA?  
     User may say they are no longer receiving 2FA emails, but they may 
have just upgraded to AuthApp. 
 
Are there incorrect password login attempts? 
     Provid                    

 
 
Have they logged in after sending the email? 
     Ask if they still need help with their 2FA.  
 
Is this a new account with one or two logins, and no balances? 
     If Auth App, ask them to provide some information, reset if they say 
account is empty. If Pin Code, reset 2FA and provide Empty Account Pin 
template reply. 

 

2FA reset via ticket 

1. Service Now 2FA reset protocol  reply to user, and mark ticket for follow up 
in 24 hours. 

Emails 

1. Only reset through a ticket (exceptions seen later in document) 
2. Check their new email is not in use. 
3. Check whether they have Email Code as 2FA (this will need to be reset 
after their email is changed) 
4. ServiceNow reset protocol  reply to ticket and email old address and new 
address and mark the ticket for follow up in 24 hours. 
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Incoming Emails 
PLEASE CHECK TO SEE IF THE USER IS LOCKED BEFORE 2FA RESETTING. 

If found in an Admintopia search, replace the 
@emailservice.com with a * for a wildcard search, and make sure there is no 
space before the start of the email address in the user admin box. 

@googlemail.com is the same as @gmail.com. @icloud.com is the same as 
@me.com  If in doubt, google to see if an address has multiple aliases. 

Some users have added the +Cryptopia filter to their address. They will not 
automatically be assigned a ServiceNow contact, and y
you remove the @emailservice.com as above. 

Users often have the same username at different email providers. Proactively 
looking can solve the issue without generating more emails back and forth. If they 
send an email from an unregistered address and are clearly describing an 
account that exists registered to the same username at another email provider, 
you can send them a reminder message to their registered email - 
dude, just wanted to remind you that this is the email address you signed up to 

Do not send this email address to the other email enquiry  never 
release ANY user data. 

- Outlook.com email account appears as "outlook_[long series of letters and 
numbers]@outlook.com" in sender email 

If you can figure out the email address from the content of the email, send them 
this link - https://support.office.com/en-us/article/outlook-com-email-account-
appears-as-outlook-long-series-of-letters-and-numbers-outlook-com-in-outlook-for-
windows-90ed7938-7f21-4cb5-a69d-a3b79ea4eafd  

will be 
undeliverable. 

- Gmail - 
Gmail and receive emails regardless of the '.', i.e. email address is 
emailaddress@gmail.com you will receive emails even if they are sent to 
email.address@gmail.com and vice versa. This means you could sign up to 
Cryptopia with dots anywhere and not experience problems. Please note that if 
they email from emailaddress@gmail.com and their registered account is 
email.address@gmail.com, it is the same email account. A user cannot use this 
feature to register multiple accounts. 

Exceptions to resetting an email address through an email. 

In Confluence: Email Templates > Account Related > Account recovery > proven 
dead email address - READ GENERAL PROCESS  

https://cryptopia.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SUP/pages/414875910/Account+recovery+-
+proven+dead+email+address+-+READ+GENERAL+PROCESS 
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Email Templates - Account Related - Not receiving automated emails - Spam 
Report 
 
https://cryptopia.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SUP/pages/442269744/Not+receiving+
automated+emails+-+Spam+Report 
 
As we are not able to remove any spam reports a user may have created, we 
need them to verify their identity then we can update their email address.  
 
Rule: We would rather fix the issue rather than change the user s email address.  

 
If a user is unable to log in, CS must be sure that they have fixed any issue from our 
end, and that the user has fixed any of their issues.   

If they can log in, they can request an email change through a case/ticket. 

 

Investigating an Account 
When you get an email, you should always do your due diligence investigating an 
account. 

Check for any other tickets they may have open. Search through their settings, 
logins, approvals etc.  

 

Cross Examining information provided 

We require at least THREE pieces of information. 
 
We at least ONE piece of primary information from ithout this primary 
information we cannot reset their 2FA: 
Trades 
Balances 
 
Example: I have 345.00 DOGE or I traded 650.00 ETN for BTC 
 
Additionally, we will need at least TWO correct pieces of account activity from the list below. 
Deposits 
Withdrawals 
Wallet address 
Payment IDs 
Transaction IDs 
Login dates 
IP address 
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Registration date 
Instead of one of the second pieces of information they can provide a picture of a valid photo 
ID, as well as a picture holding the same photo ID with a hand written note 
saying _RANDOMLY_GENERATED_PHRASE_ along with another photo of a proof of address 
such as a utility bill.  

Bear in mind, everything except for balances and trades is information that can 
be found elsewhere (transaction IDs and addresses in other exchanges or 
personal wallets, withdrawal confirmation emails contain all information in them, 
etc.) so everything except balances and trades must be exact.  

Trades and balances
If  in, the 

margin of error would be bigger. 

Trades acceptance criteria: 

Have the trade pair correct 
Whether it was buy or sell 
Date of trade (if a day off, check user s time zone) 
Rate  reasonably close i.e. ± 5% of X 
Amount  reasonably close i.e. ± 5% of X 

Balances acceptance criteria: 

Currency must be correct 
i.e. ± 5% of X 

 If you feel that a user is legitimate, but they  you should get a 
second opinion from your Shift Leader. 

Automated emails we send from noreply@cryptopia.co.nz: 

Cryptopia Two-Factor Unlock  2FA reset email after reset gets approved 
Cryptopia Login Confirmation  Email Code 
Cryptopia Withdrawal Confirmation  click on the email activity and it will show you 
the withdrawal number 
Cryptopia Failed Login Attempt  incorrect password/2FA 
Cryptopia Account Registration Confirmation  new account registration email. 
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Timeouts for Codes and Tokens 
 
EmailCode is ~7.5mins (see figure 61) 

Withdrawal Confirmation Email token = 24hrs 

Registration code = ~2 days 

Password reset = ~24hours 

However, withdrawal confirmation email tokens are invalidated when you login, 
logout, reset password, lock account, or unlock account. And the token is valid for 
its corresponding withdrawal only. 

actions rather than them reaching the timeout. 

  

Figure 61  EmailCode creation and void 
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Inbound Social Media Enquiries 
Introduction 

Cryptopia receives in-bound messages and direct contact from customers via a 
number of social media channels. The inbound contacts from users that the 
Customer Service Team are expected to respond to are: 

1. Facebook: Messenger 
2. Facebook: Comments in reply to our posts 
3. Twitter: Direct Messages 
4. Twitter: Replies to our Tweets 

 

Objectives and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

5. Cryptopia to consistently deliver World Class Service 
6. Consistent messaging and Brand tone  
7. Auto-responses in all channels to set customer expectations  
8. First response within 48 hours  
9. Resolution (for 90% of cases) within 3 days 

 

Brand Tone and Characteristics 
 

digital currencies to be used for anything by everyone. Our 
mission is to enable the widespread adoption of digital currencies to give people 
back control of their money through faster, cheaper and more efficient financial 
services. We aim to utilize Blockchain technology to open the Fintech sector to 
innovation. 

One of the ways we want to differentiate ourselves from our competitors is through 
always offering our users World Class Service by ensuring we: 

1. Treat our customers with respect no matter how big their balance is 
2. Are a champion for, and to protect, the small guy 
3. Are friendly but professional (conversational tone) 
4. Are always well-informed 
5. Always go the extra mile in support 
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Brand Voice 
 

When responding to messages in public or in private, it is important to remember the 
guidelines of our brand tone and how we aim to be perceived on social media. All 
of our responses should be friendly, professional, consistent, and give the impression 
that we are capable and we want to resolve their query. 

First Person Plural Pronouns 

Always use first-person plural pronouns (we, our, us) to respond- 

happened to you.) This is especially tempting to do on social media! 

Non-English Messages 

language, it is preferable to use simple language. If they appear to have difficulty 
understanding the language used, make it as simple as possible while still being 
friendly, but do not use Google Translate.  
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Here
received via social: 

Characteristic Description Do  

Passionate 
helping everyone use 
digital currency for 
anything. 

- Use strong and 
passionate verbs 
- Be a champion for 
the everyman 
(without singing the 
downfall of the 
establishment) 

- Be lukewarm, 
wishy-washy or 
uncertain 
- Be passive 

Pioneering 
innovate and challenge 
the status quo. 

- Be open to new 
ideas 
- Be open and be 
proud of our new 
ideas 

- Be pushy or 
rude or 
domineering 
- Ever be 
disrespectful of 

opinion 
- Be a bully 

Quirky / 
Irreverent we still like to have fun 

 

- Take our product 
seriously but not 
ourselves. 
- Be playful and 
interesting and 
informed. 

- Be too casual 
- Be too overly 
familiar and 
overstep the 
professional mark 

Authentic We believe in 
transparency - not 

help in whatever way 
we can. 

- Be honest use 
friendly language (but 
still professional) 
- Own our mistakes 
and apologise 
Stick to our word 

- Be abrupt or 
rude 
- Overpromise 
- Oversell 

Figure 62   
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Facebook Messenger 
 

Overview & KPIs 

We receive Facebook messages from users, coin developers, marketers, journalists, 
investors, and more. Our KPIs for responding in this channel are: 

1. Respond to all messages within 4 hours 
2. Provide Help Centre links where appropriate 
3. Use templates where appropriate to reply (these will often need to be slightly 

tailored) 
4. Aim to resolve their issue with the first response (encourage them to lodge a 

support ticket, escalate their support ticket or answer with a Help Centre 
article) 

5.
resolved 

6. Escalate support tickets where appropriate (and advise the customer you are 
doing so) 

7. Assign tricky messages to Cat or marketing where required 
 

Auto-Responses 

Welcome to 
Cryptopia Messages! We aim to respond to all messages within 4 hours. Visit our Help 
Centre for more assistance https://support.cryptopia.co.nz/csm". 

We also have an automated reply which you will see- this is "Hi [firstname], thanks for 
your message! We will respond within 4 hours. If your query is support related, please 
create a support ticket at https://support.cryptopia.co.nz Current support response 
time is 72 hours."  

YOU CAN UPDATE THESE THROUGH THE SETTINGS IF YOU ARE AN ADMIN. 

 

Templates 

We have a number of pre-set templates on our Facebook messenger. They all follow 
the following template, and most all messages sent from our Facebook account 
should follow this template: 

 Hi [firstname], 
 Message (friendly, helpful, comprehensive, etc.) 
 Thanks,  
 Cryptopia Team 
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- they automatically input the 

delete unused ones 
for ease of access. 

 

Marking as Done or Follow Up 

Once you have finished replying to a message, mark them as done (see figure 63). 
This puts them in a different folder until the customer replies again. 

The other options are to mark a message: 
- for follow up (the star next to the tick),  
- as unread (the envelope), 
- as spam (the exclamation mark) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 63  Marking a message as done 
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Assigning 

This drop box allows you to assign a message to a member of the team (see figure 
64  

 

Figure 64  Assigning a message to a member  

 

Customer information  

This section shows whatever information the user allows to be seen 
publicly (see figure 65). 

These labels can be used to categorise users or track current issues, 
and are visible only to admins. In case these are ever accidently 
lea
rather than words. 

The notes section can be used to track information about a case 
between staff.  
 

Security 

We can only give certain information to users over Facebook 
messages for privacy and security reasons. Users will sometimes send 
screenshots of their account balances, transactions or tickets.  

We can we do? 

- Tell a user that their ticket has been replied to or escalated 
- Explain information that is clear from screenshots or their messages 
- Use hypotheticals 
- Offer advice on where to get support 

What we cannot do: 

- Tell someone the contents of a ticket reply 
- Tell someone the contents of an account 
- Tell someone for sure their account has been compromised 
- Give any account information (email, username, locked/unlocked status) 

Figure 65 -Labelling 

issues 
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- Offer support 
- Give any information on upcoming coin listings 
- Correspond with coin developers about the specifics- send them to 

coinwallets 

emailed support and sometimes not.  

 

Known FB Messenger Bugs 

interface. 

- Not being able to see assigned messages 
- Messages including our latest post will randomly send to users (possible 

hootsuite bug) without prompting 
- Messages from before a certain date will not appear  in this case, do a hard 

refresh. Try to keep a note of when your oldest messages are and be aware if 
 

- Follow up star glitches sometimes -
selectable  

Remember to check if a user has private messaged us too, but comment anyway to 
 

 

Abusive Messages 

If a user is being abusive, it is ok to ignore their messages. If they are angry about 
something out of our control, there is little that we can say that will calm them down. 
You can disengage after providing a reasonable reply. 
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Facebook Wall Post 

Overview & KPIs 

When we post on Facebook, we get comments. These comments could be from 
users, coin developers, marketers, journalists, investors, and scammers! Our KPIs for 
responding to wall posts are: 

1. Respond to the majority of messages (where we can) with the objective of 
either: 

a. General information queries - provide Help Centre links where 
appropriate 

b. If the user needs to log a support ticket, ask them to do so 
c. If the user needs more information, as for them to SEND US A MESSAGE 

 conversations being had on 
a public forum and sometimes this information can be sensitive. 

d.  
2. Use templates where appropriate to reply (these will often need to be slightly 

tailored) 

 
 

Managing replies 

It  / Newest (see image below) 

Remember to check if a user has private messaged us too, but comment as well to 
notify  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 66  An example of a Facebook post 
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You can also monitor new comments on our posts via the comments and more tab 
on Facebook. This will present a list of the latest comments in the same layout as 
Messenger conversations. It is helpful for seeing new comments made on very old 
posts.

 

Figure 67  Comments tab 

Hiding Comments/Banning users 

When a commenter is abusive, spamming, or includes sensitive information in their 
comments, we can hide their comments from the public and ban the commenter if 
necessary. Banning a user from the page means they can no longer message or 
comment on our page- 

Only do this in extreme cases as this will send them to 
the phishing pages- see below. 

Do not ban a user just for a negative review or being angry.  

When replying to comments, double check you are replying as the company page 
and not with your personal account.  

We have disabled the option for users to make a public post on our Facebook 
page, so users will continue to comment on week- and month-old posts to get our 
attention- make sure to monitor these. 
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Phishing Pages 

These phishing pages (see figure 68) 
respond to messages they are sent mostly 
requesting money to BTC addresses. 
Oth
comments or posts with a fake help line 
pretending to be us- when they do this, it is 
very hard to see the difference on the post. 
If you see these, delete them and ban 
them. 

We are working on getting verified so we 
can report them properly. 

Cryptopia the community organisation is 
not an affiliate nor a phishing scam, just a 
similarly named organisation.  

 

 

 

 

 

Extra tips 

As this is an instant message platform, users can tend to be more impatient and use 
strong language, as well as have higher expectations due to the faster response 

messages, especially if they are abusive. 

Otherwise, take a moment before responding to the message and remember that 

manage their expectations  issue 
via social media.   

 

 

 

  

Figure 68  Phishing pages in Facebook 
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Twitter 

Overview & KPIs 

When we post on Twitter, we get replies (see figure 69). These replies could be from 
users, coin developers, marketers, journalists, investors, or scammers! Our KPIs for 
responding to replies in Twitter are: 

1. Respond to the majority of messages (where we can) with the objective of 
either: 

a. General information queries - provide Help Centre links where 
appropriate 

b. If the user needs to log a support ticket, ask them to do so 
c. If the user needs more information, as for them to SEND US A MESSAGE 

VIA DIRECT MESSAGE. We want to encourage users to never share any 
of their private information on a public forum. 

d.  
2. Use templates where appropriate to reply (these will often need to be slightly 

tailored) 

We aim to respond to every reply to our tweets.  

These are different to retweets and mentions.  

On the Twitter interface, they appear under our tweet, which makes it an important 
place for us to be seen interacting with our users. 

 

Figure 69  Picture of twitter 
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Tweetdeck  set up and how to use 

will need to create a Twitter account using your @cryptopia.co.nz email address. 
Make sure you have 2FA enabled (they use SMS by default). You can do this from 
your Twitter settings.  

First- connect your Twitter account to ours: 

1. Send your Twitter handle to the Community Coordinator so we can give you 
access! 

2. Accept the invitation by email, which will take you to tweetdeck.twitter.com 
where you can accept the request in Accounts  Team Invitations.  

3. Make sure this confirmation step is enabled, and have it enabled as your 
default account.  

 

Figure 70  Tweetdeck set up  
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tweets and send Direct Messages to users. Tweetdeck works in columns.  
This is the sidebar: 
 

New tweet 

Blue icon is search 

The icons here represent columns 

Add Column 
 
 
 

Expand sidebar 
Accounts 
Settings 

 

 

This search query will show 
all replies to our tweets!  

-tweet: 

1. Click on any message from the column to view our original 
tweet: 

 

 

 

 

 

These next two sections  if Cryptopia is set to your default account 
(the icon indicates the account being used), you can just reply in 
the column, if not, click the icon circled in red and use the new 
tweet column to write the reply from the correct account.  

To monitor replies, you will 
need to add a search 
column. Click Add Column, 
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The columns you should have set up are 

Messages, User @Cryptopia_NZ, @mentions @Cryptopia_NZ, search 
Cryptopia_NZ, Scheduled 

 

  

We sometimes receive spam messages in our DMs. We can remove these by 
flagging the conversation as spam.  
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Phishing tweets 
 

Phishing tweets can be identified by checking the user is legit. (see Figure 71) 

 
Figure 71  phishing tweet  

We can report users who are trying to impersonate Cryptopia 

 

 
Figure 72  reporting users on twitter  

Once you send this report, an email will arrive to the address entered within a 
minute. Reply with a brief confirmation of your report, which will generally lead to 
the account being suspended within 24 hours.  

After the report is complete the account will generally be suspended within 24 hours.  
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Moderator Guidelines  
Cryptopia has Moderators who voluntari ly help to ensure users who 
frequently use the Trollbox, Discord and a number of social media and 
community channels get the help required. This document outlines the 
dos and don ts for all our moderators.  

 

Dos 
Be reasonable with our users, and use their abilities responsibly 
Moderate the Trollbox 
Ensure all users are following the Trollbox rules.  
Moderators are not above the rules and can also be banned. 
Moderators may not ban other Moderators. 
If an Administrator bans a Moderator they must sit out the full duration of the 
ban and may not unban themselves. 

only Moderator to handle the situation unless they have asked another 
Moderator to step in or help. This is to avoid miscommunication between users 
and different Moderators. 

Terms and Conditions to the best of their ability 
Help new users to Cryptopia feel welcome  
Answer questions where you can when they are asked in a reasonable 
capacity, and direct users to raise Support Tickets appropriately. 

Help Center  
Promote the importance of having good personal security on their Cryptopia 
account 
Promote the importance of knowing about phishing scams, and how to 
prevent them 
Report abuse, and fill in all of the required fields with appropriate information 
when doing so. 
Communicate with each other and Cryptopia Admin staff  
Remove profane or hateful attacks toward individuals or groups of people 
Remove personal information (when reasonably deemed inappropriate or 
dangerous) 
Remove any and all scam, spam, or any other material from our forums which 
goes against our Terms and Conditions, and report it appropriately. 
Moderation is essentially a volunteer job, those that fail to remain active or 
abuse their position will be stripped of the role. 
**ONLY** post links to Coin discord groups in a support capacity when 
required. No unsolicited links to anything otherwise.  
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Moderating the Trollbox 
Below is a basic outline of what is expected of moderators in the Trollbox. Please 
ensure that if you are in the Trollbox, you are also online in the Cryptopia Discord. 

Make sure you read and understand the Trollbox rules and follow them yourselves. 

Banning with warning: 
You should always try to give the user warning before you take any sort of action, 
unless they are a repeat offender. 

Make sure you state the rule/s they have broken and post a link to the Trollbox 
rules 
reason, user banned, and duration of the ban. 

 
Trollbox Ban Protocols:  
10 minute warning for minor offences  Check rules timeout, 600 seconds 

First Offense: 86400 Seconds (1 Day) 
Second Offense: 864000 Seconds (10 Days) 

 

You can only ban a user without warning for the following reasons: 
Excessive and or deliberate link flooding in Trollbox. 
A user that repeatedly breaks the same rules. 

  
Ban or request a ban without evidence of a user breaking a specific guideline 
Delete threads or discussions based on personal views or dislikes 

Cryptopia without confirming information about to be released 
Create additional Cryptopia materials, rules, or branded content, without first 
consulting admin staff or getting approval from management. 
Publish correspondence, images, resources, etc. before obtaining permission 
from all involved community members and/or staff 
Post links to Discord groups 
Ask for payment of any form 
Be a douche 
Break any of the rules outlined for our users 
Promote specific coins via their Username OR Profile picture (Discord, Trollbox 
etc.) 
Promote ANY coin via Discord, Trollbox etc. (Including our own DOT, CEFS)  
we must be completely impartial  
Post unsolicited links to discord groups.  
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Trollbox Rules (WIP) 
In order to keep our Trollbox a safe place for our community to c hat, 
share ideas and help one another. We want to create a mutually 
respectful place where everyone can be heard and that is also free from 
spam.  

 

1. Logging a Support Ticket about someone not liking you in chat or any similar 
trivial reasons will result in Trollbox Perma-Ban 

2. Logging a Support Ticket about getting Banned or PayBanned will result in 
Trollbox Perma-Ban 

3. Logging a Support Ticket about being on someone's ignore list or tip ignore list 
will result in Trollbox Perma-Ban 

4. Logging a Support Ticket complaining that you only made 0.0000xxxx in tips 
today will result in Trollbox Perma-Ban 

5. Please do not use the Trollbox for support requests 
6. Do not beg for tips 
7. Do not post only emoticons, instead please contribute to the conversation 
8. Do not spam links 
9. Do not post referral links 
10. Personal issues are to be dealt with in private. Don't pollute the Trollbox with 

disagreements or other personal agendas/conflicts 
11. Respect everyone's right to speak in their native language 
12. Do not comment on tips, at all. No "Thank you", "you're awesome", "nice rains" 

or anything of that nature. No "I missed the tip/rain", no "I'm going to tip soon", 
nothing. Tips happen all day, every day, your thanks are assumed and 
commenting on tips is spam. 

13. Do not use the tip reasons to advertise 
14. Do not use your chat handle to advertise 
15. Do not use the Trollbox to advertise 
16. All links that could be considered Not Safe For Work must be tagged with 

[NSFW] 
17. No advertising your buy or sell orders, or asking people to buy or sell your 

coins. 
18. No commenting on karma: no asking for it, no offering it, no saying thanks for 

it. 
19. No commenting on the rewards you win. 
20. These rules are subject to Moderator/Administrator discretion, please respect 

the Moderator/Administrator's final decision 
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CS0106247 - reset google authenticator

From: Cryptopia Support <support@cryptopia.co.nz>

To: support@onlinedirectdealings.com

Date: Tue, 19 Mar 2019 11:56:38 +1100

Thank you for contacting Cryptopia Support.

To maintain the security of your account, we need you to provide some information to 
verify that you are the account owner before we can reset your 2FA.

We require at least THREE pieces of information about your account.

We need you to describe at least ONE piece of primary information from your account. 
Please note that without this primary information we cannot reset your 2FA:

Trades
Balances

Example: I have 345.00 DOGE or I traded 650.00 ETN for BTC (Not Estimated Value in 
BTC)

Additionally, we will need at least TWO correct pieces of account activity from the list 
below.

Deposits
Withdrawals
Wallet address
Payment IDs
Transaction IDs
Login dates
IP address
Registration date

Instead of one of the second pieces of information you can provide a picture of a valid 
photo ID, as well as a picture of yourself holding the same photo ID and a hand written 
note with today's date and your username,along with another photo of a proof of address 
such as a utility bill.

If you cannot fulfill these requirements we will be unable to reset your 2FA. Please 
understand we take the security of our users' accounts very seriously and we must be 
absolutely certain you are the account owner before we can perform a reset for you.
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A quick reminder: Never tell anyone (including us) your PIN or password, we do not have 
access to this information and revealing it will decrease the security of your account.

Kind regards, 
Michael

Ref:CRYMSG1413053_Z44q749k6W30g8hH9
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